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66 Emerging Partnership 
Arrangementss in Urban 
Environmentall  Management 

Thiss chapter examines partnership arrangements between different actors engag-
ingg in urban environmental management initiatives. Different types of partner-
shipp arrangements have been emerging since the early 1990's in Nakuru and they 
havee been prompted by an environment crisis that was immanent. Deteriorating 
qualityy of the environment, insufficient urban basic services, increase in vector-
andd waterbome diseases, poor housing conditions, pollution of Lake Nakuru and 
lackk of public awareness on people's actions are some of the factors that have 
triggeredd the emergence of these partnership arrangements. Seeking for solutions 
too these problems requires that the MCN involves different actors. There is need 
forr communities to be involved, partnership with the NGOs, industries, traders, 
schoolss and other groups including professionals who can donate their skills. 
Theree is also need for a change of attitude among the urban dwellers towards en-
vironmentall  management. 

Somee of the arrangements are the result of a deliberate initiative, while others 
havee been spontaneous. In the recent past, the Kenya government was committed 
too encourage initiatives aimed at improving the quality of the environment and the 5-
yearr development plans outlined the policy issues that were to lead to sustainable 
development.. Sessional papers that followed have tended to direct development 
policiess towards attaining sustainable development goals. Community participation 
hadd all along been emphasised as an important input in the national development, 
thoughh more emphasis was on rural areas73, but recently there has been the realisa-
tionn that communities in the urban areas can play a crucial role in the management of 
thee environment. 

Thee focus in this chapter is on partnerships dealing with water supply and waste 
management.. We also discuss initiatives that address issues of pollution control in 
thee MCN that utilise the partnership principle. Within the sewerage and sanitation 
sectors,, there were no arrangements that we could classify as partnerships. During 

Thee District Focus for Rural Development of the mid-eighties emphasised that the mobilisation of 
locall  resources for development and indicated that development issues should be addressed at the 
Districtt level 
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ourr fieldwork, the MCN was still in charge of sewerage services until the recent 
takeoverr by the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources (MENR). Most 
initiativess have not been analysed or documented earlier, though the local press 
hass recently been highlighting them. We classify them according to the actors 
involvedd from the three different sectors of the society: the public sector, private 
sectorr and the civil society sector. In this chapter we first discuss the reasons ad-
vancedd by partners as to why they were entering into partnerships. Later we iden-
tifyy the different partners and the linkages they have established. We then analyse 
thee partnerships that we identified in Nakuru. These partnership arrangements in-
cludee public sector partnerships, public-private partnerships, private-private part-
nershipss and the public/civil society/community partnerships. We have utilised the 
frameworkk that was developed in Chapter 2 highlighting the mandates, arrange-
mentss and outcomes to analyse the partnership arrangements observed. This will be 
followedd by a discussion of the problems and challenges of each arrangement. 

6.11 Revisiting the partnership concept 

Wee note that from the existing literature on urban environmental management and 
thee debates on urban governance, the term partnership has become one of the most 
widelyy used words in the debate of sustainable development. It has lately been ar-
guedd that it is being used too much and too loosely and this raises the question of 
whatt is meant by a partnership (see for example OECD, 1990; Bennet and Krebbs, 
1991;; Serageldin et al.y 1994; McQuaid, 1994; Badshah, 1996; Schubeter, 1996; 
Katajima,, 1997; Syrett, 1997; Selman, 1996, 1999; Baud et al, 2001; Baud and Post 
2001;; Hordijk, 2001). Does it require a written agreement? Does it call for legal 
proceduress in terms of its creation or termination? When does dialogue or coopera-
tionn between two or more parties become a partnership? Does a partnership imply 
equality?? Given the enormous range and complexity of organisations and people 
whoo are joining hands to promote sustainable development, and the wide varieties 
off  localities and issues that they are tackling, it is almost impossible to provide a 
universallyy acceptable answer to the above questions. The cases discussed in this 
chapterr refer to interactions between people and organisations where all or some 
partiess have put something into process and at some point expect to get something 
outt of it - although the inputs and outputs may be often intangible as well as tangi-
ble. . 

Ourr initial visits to and general discussions with different actors in the area of ur-
bann environmental management showed that for the purpose of studying different 
partnershipp arrangements we had to adopt an open-ended definition of partnerships. 
Thiss was prompted by the fact that several activities were being undertaken by 
jointt actions between different actors. In this study, we conceptualise partnerships 
ass those arrangements that include collaboration between two or more actors 
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guidedd by trust and mutual benefit or commitment documents and at times contrac-
tuall  agreements between theses actors. They are engaged in collective activities 
aimedd at improving the quality of the environment. In our working definition we 
alsoo capture the fact that many actors participate in a partnership voluntarily and 
expectt something (both tangible or intangible) out of their participation in the part-
nershipp activities. 

Ratherr than analysing partnership arrangements necessarily as outcomes, we have 
alsoo discussed them as a process, an action we refer to as partnering. This conveys 
thee key active aspect of partnership arrangements: they are not static, but are al-
wayss changing as goals, abilities and relationships change over time. Parties may 
actt as relatively equal partners, but equality has not been realised in practice. Some 
partnerss are more powerful than others in terms of availability of resources (finan-
ciall  and technical), implementation mechanisms, political power and availability of 
information. . 

Thee MCN now recognises Nakuru's deteriorating environment, mounting housing 
shortages,, declining value of council housing, growing ethnic tensions in the 
southernn edge and the falling industrial base. The municipal administration is now, 
moree than ever, committed and willing to collaborate with CBOs, NGOs, industri-
alists,, institutions, international agencies and individuals, to address these issues.74 

Thee MCN has realised that it cannot continue operating in isolation from other ac-
torss in the area of urban environmental management. The council therefore has 
beenn seeking ways and means of involving a wide array of actors in urban envi-
ronmentall  management.75 

6.22 Reasons for  forming partnerships 

Manyy different partnerships have been formed and local situations, actors and the 
governmentt policies determine the forms that they take. There are many actors in 
urbann environmental management both from the public, the private and civil soci-
etyy sectors and at different levels: international, national, regional/provincial, dis-
trictt or municipality, the community level and household levels who combine 
forcess to tackle environmental problems with varying degrees of success. Our ob-
servationss and discussions with different actors indicated that partnering has been 
happeningg for several reasons. Table 6.1 presents a summary of the responses to 
thee question: Why were different actors entering into a partnership arrangement? 

Interviewss with the former town clerk. 
Thee revision of by-laws related to various issues also took into considerations the roles that different 
actorss could undertake in collaboration with the MCN. See for example the Public health by-laws 
(1994)) and the building and construction by-laws (1996). 
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Tablee 6.1 Reasons for participating in partnership arrangements in Nakuru 

Reasonn given No. citing the Percentage* 
reason n 

Becausee there exists a problem that needs im- 36 
mediatee attention 
Too capitalise on political advan- 18 
tage/power/inflnence e 
Too exchange technologies or information 27 
Too take advantage of the strengths of a partner 41 
Increasee level of activity 28 
Individuall  interests 30 
Too coordinate service provision 19 
**  Total is not equal to 100% because respondents gave more than one reason. 

Source:: Fieldwork 1999 

Althoughh one of the most important reasons for partnering is that all partners want to 
takee advantage of the strengths of a partner, the existence of a crisis that needed im-
mediatee attention was also cited as a driving force for partnering in Nakuru. Accord-
ingg to CBO leaders, the informal private sector and NGOs, the other reason for part-
neringg was that they want to develop undefined opportunities (based on the under-
standingg that dynamic interaction creates new ideas and solutions to problems). Ac-
cordingg to officials of NGOs, the MCN and LA 21 group, they realised that they 
neededd to increase the scale of their activity within their areas of operation by involv-
ingg all actors whose cooperation was needed and they have different qualities (and 
contributee different capitals). This explains why there have been partnerships be-
tweenn NGOs, LA 21 group, the MCN, CBOs, schools and central government agen-
cies.. The private sector organisations involved in solid waste collection and disposal 
thatt we observed were entering into partnership arrangements with households in the 
middlee to high-income neighbourhoods to increase their scale of operation. Another 
reasonn for partnering was that different parties want to exchange technologies or in-
formationn in order to learn from one another. We noted that there was still limited 
floww of information amongst the partners and this affects the functioning of the part-
nershipp arrangement. 

Exchangee of technologies is the reason given by the Intermediate Development 
Technologyy Group (ITDG) programme manager, who indicated that they have been 
educatingg the CBOs on appropriate technology of using stabilised soil blocks for 
building.766 This was soon after the revision of building by-laws by the MCN. Offi-
cialss of WWF also indicated that this was a reason for their partnering with industri-

Thiss partnership is not analysed in this study as it is involved in upgrading of the housing stock 
withinn the municipality and that is beyond the scope of our study. 

89 89 

44 44 

66 66 
100 100 
68 68 
73 73 
46 46 
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alistss in the PRTR initiative. Another reason was that different parties would want to 
capitalisee on the political advantage and power that can derive from partnering 
(CBOs,, NGOs vs. the MCN). The MCN has political advantage and is easily able to 
influencee the implementation of partnership objectives. 

Mostt of these reasons were strengthened by the fact that there has been a more re-
laxedd exploration of opportunities for joint action in Nakuru. The recent change of 
approachh and willingness of the MCN to work with other actors to ensure the im-
provementt of environmental quality within the municipality has led to increased 
partnershipp arrangements. These reasons lead different partnerships to undertake ac-
tivitiess like reforming public policy, coordination of different activities at the same 
level,, improving service delivery: water supply and solid waste management, tech-
nologyy and knowledge transfers, upgrading the housing stock, community develop-
ment,, awareness creation and providing education and improvement of environ-
mentall  quality and pollution control. In the following section, we introduce the as-
sessmentt criteria used to examine the process-outcomes and substantive outcomes of 
thee partnerships identified. 

6.33 The actors and their  relationships in Nakuru 

Thee actors in Nakuru that are forming partnerships are the MCN, central government 
departments,, private enterprises, universities, NGOs, CBOs, households and external 
supportt agencies. The initial discussions were to find out if there existed contacts, 
coordinationn of activities or joint actions between either two of these different actors. 
Thee following matrix (Table 6.2), constructed after initial discussions and interviews 
withh a wide array of actors in Nakuru in the area of water supply and solid waste 
management,, indicates the presence of some form of relationships among them. Sev-
erall  issues can be distilled from the above matrix. There are those actors who have 
linkagess or relations with the majority of actors. We call such an actor a strategic 
partner.. We now rank the partners in order of strategic importance and come up with 
thee following hierarchy of actors from the most important to the least important: 

Tablee 6.2 Partners and number of linkages 

Numberr of linkages Partners 
Moree than 15 partners The MCN (p), external support agencies (UNCHS, BADC/ 

DGIC),, JICA, GTZ, ODA/EU 
Betweenn 10-15 partners KWS (p), WWF, ITDG (NGO), Lakeview, Naroka (CBOs), 

formall  organisations (pr), UON (p), low income households 
Betweenn 5-10 partners Ministries (p), Mwariki, Kwaronda (CBOs), informal organisa-

tionss (pr), EU (p) 
Betweenn 0-5 partners Middle and high income households 
PP = public sector; pr = private sector 
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Thee MCN is a strategic partner. This confirms what is indicated in literature that 
thee local authority has to be one of the essential partners in emerging partnership 
arrangementss in urban areas. Its role is primarily coordination and facilitation. Fol-
lowingg the MCN in our ranking are the external support agencies or donors 
(UNCHSS (Habitat), BADC /DGIC, JICA, GTZ, World bank, ODA, EU). This is 
becausee they provide the much needed finances for other partners to help in the 
implementationn of projects and programmes. Most partnership arrangements that 
involvedd the participation of influential NGOs and CBOs also have a high number 
off  linkages, i.e. WWF, ITDG, KWS (a central government agency), Naroka and 
Lakevieww (local CBOs). The formal private sector (industrialists and small-scale 
formall  enterprises), the University of Nairobi, low-income households, central gov-
ernmentt ministries and departments, Kwaronda (CBO), the informal private sector, 
Egertonn University (the local university) and Mwariki (CBO). High and middle-
incomee households have the least number of linkages. The above linkages and rela-
tionshipss observed involve two or more actors. For us to be able to analyse the dif-
ferentt partnership arrangements, we need to develop a framework of analysis to 
assistt us in comparing different arrangements. 

6.44 Public sector  partnership arrangements 

Publicc sector partnerships can take two forms: inter- and intra-governmental part-
nershipp arrangements. Intergovernmental partnership arrangements include coop-
erativee working agreements among central, regional and local government depart-
ments.. Intra-governmental partnership arrangements involve cooperative working 
arrangementss among departments, agencies and other similar entities at the same 
levell  of government. Many public sector partnership arrangements observed in-
volvedd both inter- and intra-governmental partnership arrangements. Although 
Publicc sector partnerships can take two forms, there are many examples of the pub-
licc sector partnerships in Nakuru. For the purpose of this study we will only discuss 
onee example: the management of the Water Quality Testing Laboratory (WQTL). 
Thiss is because the arrangement was well structured and we could get enough in-
formationn about the mandate, arrangements and outcomes. Table 6.3 shows a sum-
maryy of the components of a public sector partnership arrangement. 

6.4.16.4.1 Mandate: aims, activities and the scale of intervention 
Thee Water Quality Testing Laboratory (WQTL) was constructed with a grant from 
thee Japanese International Cooperation Agency (JICA) who later handed it to the 
Kenyaa government in 1996 through the Ministry of Local Government (MOLG). 
Thee WQTL is located in the Lake Nakuru National Park and whereas it remains the 
propertyy of the MCN, the council and KWS have agreed to oversee the manage-
mentt and operation of the facility for the first five years. The aims of this arrange-
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mentt are to organise and manage water, wastewater and solid waste testing facili-
ties;; to jointly design water and water quality monitoring programmes in the lake 
Nakuruu basin; to jointly sample and analyse water samples collected through the 
monitoringg programmes, interpret data collected and inseminate the same to man-
agerss for decision-making; to establish a good relationship and workable atmos-
pheree for all interested parties in the Lake Nakuru catchment area for the noble ex-
istencee and survival of the lake ecosystem and to jointly set up a management 
committeee comprising officers from the actors mentioned below. The intervention 
byy this arrangement is in the entire Lake Nakuru's catchment area including the 
MCNN and the areas surrounding the Lake's basin. 

Tablee 6.3 Summary of components of public sector partnershipp arrangements 

Componentt of Examples 
partnership p 
MANDATE E 
Aimss To organise and manage water, wastewater and solid waste testing 

facilities;; to jointly design water and water quality monitoring pro-
gramme;; to jointly sample and analyse water samples collected 
throughh the monitoring programme. 

Rangee of activities Interpret data collected and inseminate the same to managers for deci-
sion-making;; to establish a good relationship and workable atmos-
pheree for all interested parties 

Scalee of intervention Area of intervention is the Lake Nakuru Catchment area 
(spatiall  dimension) 
ARRANGEMENTS S 
Actorss involved KWS, MCN, MENR, Egerton University, MOLG. 
Naturee of relationships Formal relations guided by memoranda of understanding. 
Decision-makingg struc- There is a management committee constituted from all the above ac-
turee tors that is mandated to make decisions; a manager heads WQTL. 
Inputss by different actors KWS donated land and provides security, the MCN seconds staff to 

thee WQTL, and Egerton University provides technical expertise. 
Financiall  arrangements Revenue is generated from user fees charged to individuals and indus-

triess doing analysis and deposited in account for WQTL; the MCN 
payss the staff of WQTL. 

Monitoringg and evalua- Monthly, annual and progressive operational reports are prepared by 
tionn the manager in-charge of the laboratory and circulated to the MCN 

andd KWS. Laboratory inspection is to be done from time to time as 
deemedd necessary by the management committee. 

Outcomess Data on the quality of water for domestic use; data on the extent of 
waterr pollution in lake Nakuru and other water bodies; data and 
analysiss on the extent of ground water pollution as a result of the loca-
tionn of the dumping site, etc. 

Source:Source: Fieldwork 1999 
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6.4.26.4.2 A rrangements 

Actors,Actors, nature of relationships and decision-making process 
Thee major partners in this partnership arrangement are the MCN departments, 
Egertonn University, the Ministry of Health, KWS, DWD (MENR), the office of the 
Districtt Commissioner, the provincial water engineer, the District Environmental 
officerr and a representative from the Ministry of Local Government. This is a for-
mall  partnership arrangement. The partnership between public agencies is formal-
isedd through various commitment documents and memoranda of understanding77 

thatt guide the operations and activities of different actors. The Local Government 
Actt and the Environmental Coordination and Management Act provide some 
guideliness as to how consultations and working relationships should be conducted 
att the municipal level. After JICA handed the WQTL over to the Ministry of Local 
Government,, that ministry subsequently handed the facility to the MCN, which 
wass then the water undertaker in the municipality. At that time, the understanding 
wass that KWS, MOLG and the Department of Water Development (DWD) jointly 
foundedd the facility.78 The facility is jointly managed by KWS and MCN through a 
managementt committee comprising of representatives from various stakeholders 
andd the management is through public sector partnership model. However, the 
managementt committee was not formed as fast as it was planned and the Water and 
Seweragee Department (WSD) of the MCN assumed management responsibility of 
thee facility. A memorandum of understanding between KWS and the MCN was, 
however,, signed outlining the roles and obligations of each partner.79 

InputsInputs of different actors 
Thee MOLG handed the management of the laboratory to the MCN and the KWS, 
whichh owns the land where the WQTL is located. The MCN seconded staff to the 
laboratoryy and provided water to the laboratory and the project provides a vehicle 
forr use in running the laboratory and in carrying out related activities. Egerton 
Universityy brings the required expertise and trains the WQTL staff on some envi-
ronmentall  monitoring and research techniques. The university also recommends 
thee use of the facility to graduate students at a fee. 

Itt is worrying that KWS and MCN have not agreed on a MOU for the management of the WQTL 
forr so long, though several draft MOU have been prepared. 

Thiss Department was then in the Ministry of Land Reclamation, Regional and Water Develop-
ment,, but now it's under the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources. 

Inn September 2000, MCN commercialised its water and sewerage services by forming NAQWASS 
andd subsequently transferred the management of WQTL. In February 2001, MCN's undertaker-
shipp was revoked by the Minister for Environment and Natural resources by Gazette Notice No. 
884,, and subsequently transferred to the DWD (MENR) and therefore the DWD is currently man-
agingg the WQTL. 
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MonitoringMonitoring and evaluation 
Monthly,, annual and progressive operational reports are prepared by the manager 
inn charge of the laboratory and circulated to the MCN and KWS. Laboratory in-
spectionn is to be done from time to time as deemed necessary by the management 
committee.. There is need for the establishment of an institutional framework with 
clearr demarcation of responsibilities and budget allocations. Monitoring and 
evaluationn should be done on a periodic basis to ensure that the operation of the 
WQTLL is sustained over a long period of time. 

Figuree 6.1 Existence of linkages and relationships between different actors in the MCN 
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6.4.36.4.3 Assessment of outcomes 

ProcessProcess outcomes and shortcomings 

InIn terms of inclusiveness, public sector partnerships are only made up of actors 
drawnn from the public sector. The management of the WQTL is supposed to be 
accountablee to the MCN and KWS, while at the same time to clients approaching 
thee laboratory for sample analysis. Each participating department or agency would 
wantt to be in charge. This is a legally recognised arrangement and guided by for-
mall  arrangements. The WQTL is expected to play an important role in environ-
mentall  monitoring, surveillance and research, not only within the Nakuru munici-
pality,, but also on other lakes in the rift valley. The fact that this type of partnership 
consistss of actors from the public sector, and that they tend to have the necessary 
politicall  support makes it surprising that they do not seem to be functioning well. 
Thiss indicates that political will and support are crucial among many other pre-
conditions. . 

SubstantiveSubstantive outcomes and shortcomings 
Inn terms of substantive outcomes we consider financial arrangements and viability 
off  this partnership arrangement and its effectiveness in achieving the main objec-
tives.. Regarding financial arrangement, JICA gave a grant for the construction of 
thee WQTL as part of the larger Nakuru Sewerage works rehabilitation and expan-
sionn project. KWS provided land where the laboratory is situated. KWS was to de-
velopp recurrent budgets for the laboratory, comprising expenditure on chemicals, 
maintenance,, telephone, electricity and other expenses, to be financed by and under 
thee project. The MCN has been paying the laboratory staff and had entered into an 
informall  arrangement with Egerton University's Chemistry Department to be un-
dertakingg tests in the laboratory at pre-determined fees per sample and offer the 
necessaryy technical advise. The monies realised from the fees are deposited in a 
bankk account whose signatories are: the laboratory manager, General manager 
(Waterr and Sewerage Department) and senior warden, KWS. 

Regardingg the effectiveness of this arrangement, the WQTL has excellent facilities. 
Thesee facilities, if well utilised, can ensure that the quality of water in the munici-
palityy of Nakuru is well monitored. The equipments are not put to maximum use 
andd this is because of lack of a comprehensive monitoring plan, limited budgetary 
allocationn and lack of technical staff. A few equipments are currently out of order 
andd need urgent replacement. Maintenance of the equipment and procurement of 
sparee parts is a major problem and this affects the effectiveness of the WQTL. 
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6.4.46.4.4 Discussion 

Tenn officers from the public sector who work together in the management of the 
WQTLL were purposefully selected and asked to rank the major challenges from the 
mostt important to the least important. Their responses are summarised in Table 6.4. 

Tablee 6.4 The first most important challenge facing the public sector partnerships 

(n=10) ) 

Challengee Number  of Percentage 
responses s 

Lackk of clear policy guidelines for collabora- 3 
tivee action 
Lackk of financial resources for implementa- 2 
tion n 
Decision-makingg power differentials 1 
Lackk of legislative/ regulative measures, i. e. 4 
lackk of rules and by-laws to guide collabora-
tivee decision-making 
TOTALL 10 100 

Source:Source: Fieldwork 1999 

Ourr interviews with the officers that are involved in this partnership revealed a 
numberr of challenges facing this arrangement. Since the nature of relationships is 
guidedd by a variety of norms of different organisations, there seems to be a lack of 
clearr policy guidelines to guide this collaborative management. There is lack of 
clearr guidelines of what should be the roles of different actors and to whom they 
aree answerable. There is absence of a legal framework to ensure that what is delib-
eratedd is legally acceptable. The partnership arrangement faces a financial chal-
lengee since the fundings of activities are controlled by individual sectors. Other 
challengess that were mentioned by different interviewees were decision-making 
powerr differentials. 

Thee management of the WQTL has faced several institutional problems that need 
too be solved if it wil l effectively meet its objectives. These challenges indicate the 
difficultiess of a public-sector partnership and they reflect on the fact that there is a 
lott of political interference with the functioning of this kind of a partnership ar-
rangement.. Coming up with an agreed upon memorandum of understanding seems 
too take very long. Implementation of the existing monitoring programme of the 
WQTLL has not been effective due to a number of limitations, including: (a) limited 
budgetaryy allocation for monitoring activities; (b) enforcement of drainage, sewer-
agee and trade-effluent by-laws (1994) has not been possible because the by-laws 

30 30 

20 20 

10 10 
40 40 
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aree yet to be enacted; and (c) a vehicle that was provided by JICA to be used for 
monitoringg purposes is not always available when required. 

Basedd on the discussions with various partners involved in the management and 
operationn of the WQTL, we conclude that there is no institutional framework for 
collaboratingg stakeholders. It is necessary for the major two partners, the MCN and 
KWSS to sign a memorandum of understanding (MoU), spelling out the roles and 
responsibilitiess of each other. The two institutions as noted earlier are yet to agree 
onn a MoU. The major bone of contention seems to be who should claim ownership 
off  the laboratory facility, and who should provide financial and logistic support for 
operation.. Even though KWS have at times used the laboratory in their monitoring 
activities,, more would have been achieved with proper coordination of all such ac-
tivities.. With the changes in water undertakership in Nakuru, the management issue 
off  the laboratory seems to be even uncertain. It is not clear who the laboratory staff 
aree answerable to amongst the MCN, KWS, MENR and NAQWASS. There is 
clearlyy a need to resolve this issue if the laboratory is to function normally. 

6.55 Public-private partnership arrangements 

Thesee arrangements involve cooperation among organisations in the public and 
privatee sectors. In theory, public/private partnership arrangements are often gov-
ernment-businesss partnership arrangements, but they are not limited to business 
andd government. We observed that there are some public/private partnership ar-
rangementss between the public sector and private partners, including non-profit or-
ganisationss such as NGOs, private partners also include community-based organisa-
tionss and voluntary organisations. Two cases are analysed and discussed here be-
causee they deal with the areas of environmental management that our study focuses 
on:: water supply and waste reduction (pollution control). A summary of the compo-
nentss of the public/private partnership arrangements is presented in Table 6.5. 

6.5.16.5.1 Nakuru Quality Water and Sanitation Services Company limited 
Nakuruu Quality Water and Sanitation Services Company Limited (NAQWASS) 
wass formed to be in charge of managing water and sewerage services in Nakuru 
townn in September 2000. We present this case here although the company has been 
dissolvedd after operating for only five months. The purpose of discussing this case is 
too highlight the problems that face an institutional arrangement formed utilising the 
partnershipp principle which did not operate for long because of political interference. 
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Tablee 6.5 Summary of components of public-private partnership arrangements 

Componentt  of 
thee partnership 

Thee PRTR initiativ e NAQWASS S 

MANDAT E E 
Aimss To provide baseline data on pollut- To efficiently manage the production 

antss from which reduction initiatives and distribution of water for both 
aree developed domestic and industrial use; provide 

qualityy sanitation services 
Rangee of activities Monitoring chemical usage by indus- To produce and distribute water; col-

tryy and implement waste reduction lect and treat waste water; investigate 
measuress and develop new sources of water 

Scalee of intervention Entire lake Nakuru catchment area 
(spatiall  dimension) 
ARRANGEMENTS S 
Actorss involved 

Thee entire municipality and the peri-
urbann areas 

Naturee of relation-
ships s 
Decision-making g 
structure e 

Inputss of different 
actors s 

Financiall  arrange-
ments s 

Monitoringg and 
evaluation n 

Discussion/ / 
comments s 

Thee MCN, Industrialists, researchers, The MCN, KAM NWC and PC, 
WWF,, DEC, Ministry of Health, CBOs and consumers, government 
Ministryy of Environment, Ministry of ministries, GTZ and DDCs 
Labourr (DOHSS) Dept of pollution 
controll  in the Ministry of water 
Formall  relations governed by letters 
off  commitment 
PRTRR task force comprising repre-
sentativess from all actors involved 
conveness meetings, consultants un-
dertakee studies and industrial envi-
ronmentall  committees develop and 
implementss WRAPs 
WWFF provides the necessary train-
ing;; industrialists undertake monitor-
ingg and develop and implement 
WRAPs;; the MCN and DOHSS re-
ceivess and evaluate reports 
WWFF and DOHSS provided funds 
forr initial training; industrialists pay 
forr effluent analysis and monitoring 
Inventoryy registers are prepared and 

Formall  relations governed by Arti-
cless of Association 
Shareholderss elect the Board of di-
rectorss during the AGM; the direc-
torss recruit a managing director who 
headss the corporate management 
team m 

NAQWASSS was to supply water in 
thee entire municipality and beyond; 
thee MCN was to receive and evaluate 
alll  progress and annual reports 

NAQWASSS to charge water bills and 
maintainn the water account; pay its 
stafff  etc 
Thee company keeps records of all 

reportss from industries are submitted consumers, annual reports are sub-
too the MCN and DOHS S mitted to the MCN and the technical 

departmentt monitors the entire re-
ticulationn system on daily basis 

Participatingg industries have been Operated for five months and then 
usingg a lot of money to monitor their the water company was dissolved 
emissionss and implement waste re- There was lack of political wil l 
ductionn action plans The PRTR ini- though the new water company en-
tiativee enjoys legal recognition from joyed legal recognition Socially, 
bothh the local and central govern- many consumers did not understand 
mentss The initiative, however, ex- the intentions of the water company 
eludess local communities neighbour-
ingg the industry The major challenge 
iss to institutionalise the initiative 
underr the industrial set-up 

Source:: Fieldwork 1999 
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6.5.1.16.5.1.1 Mandate: aims, activities and areas of intervention 

Thee aims of the company were to efficiently manage the production and distribu-
tionn of water for domestic and industrial use within and beyond the municipality. 
Itt aimed at providing quality sanitation services in the municipality's areas of 
jurisdiction.. It also aimed at collaborating with other actors involved in the water 
supplyy sector within and beyond the municipality to ensure a sustainable yield of 
thee water sources and also to ensure that the wastewater is properly disposed of. 
Thee company also aimed at investigating and developing new sources of water to 
ensuree that water is available to all. The company was mandated to produce and 
distributee water, collect and treat wastewater in the municipality and develop new 
sourcess of water. The company entered into agency agreement with the MCN as 
hass been outlined in the sessional paper No. 1 of 1999. This paper encourages the 
commercialisationn of water and sewerage services in towns and the inclusion of 
thee consumers and other stakeholders in the management of this sector. 
NAQWASSS activities were concentrated in the municipality as far as sanitation 
facilitiess are concerned. In regard to water supply, the company operated in the 
peri-urbann areas that are currently outside the municipal boundaries. The com-
pany'ss level of intervention was to be in the entire municipality and the peri-
urbann areas. 

6.5.1.26.5.1.2 Arrangements 

Actors,Actors, nature of relationships and decision-making 
NAQWASSS was to work closely with the MCN, which owns several boreholes, 
andd the National Water Conservation and Pipeline Corporation (NWC and PC)80, 
togetherr with the Kenya Association of Manufacturers (KAM ) among other part-
ners.. NAQWASS established two kinds of partnership arrangements, involving 
bothh developmental and institutional partners. The developmental partners are 
GTZ,, which supports the policy implementation and offers technical advise, and 
thee French Government, the Japanese Bank for International Development (JBIC) 
andd the Africa Development Bank (ADB) offering financial support. The institu-
tionall  partners are the Ministry of Reclamation, Rural development and Water 
Resources,, the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources, the Ministry of 

Thee Corporation was established under the State Corporations Act (Cap. 446) vide Legal Notice 
No.. 270 of 24 June 1988 as an autonomous agency reporting to the Ministry of Water Resources. 
Itt became operational on 1 July 1989. The Corporation was created with a view to (1) commercial-
isee the water sector operations; (2) to achieve financial autonomy in water operation; (3) to im-
provee performance of water supplies; and (4) to reduce dependence on public funding of water 
projects.. The corporation's present mandate is to develop water projects and manage water sup-
pliess in areas where it has been appointed the water undertaker. 
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Locall  Authorities, the National Water Conservation and Pipeline Corporation, the 
MCN,, KWS, KAM, WWF, DDC and CBOs.81 

Thee Water Company was established and was to operate under the companies 
Act,, Chapter 468 of the Laws of Kenya. It was structured in a way that it allows 
cooperativee working relations among different actors from the public, private and 
civill  society sectors. The structure of the company was that of an ordinary com-
pany,, with shareholders, board of directors and a management team. The share-
holderss are the members of the MCN and any additional nominees required to 
satisfyy the requirements of the companies Act. They exercise power over the op-
erationss of the company by means of the Annual General Meeting (AGM). The 
shareholderss appoint a board of nine directors that consist of one elected repre-
sentativee nominated by the MCN, one Chief Executive of the company, one rep-
resentativee from the business/financial sector of the community, one representa-
tivee from a local women's organisation (read CBOs), one representative from 
consumers,, two officers of the MCN, one non-voting representative from MOLG 
andd 1 non-voting representative from the MENR. 

InputsInputs of various actors 
Thee Board of directors appointed a Managing director entrusted with the entire 
managementt of the company. He headed the management team and was respon-
siblee for day-to-day operations of the company. He kept the board informed on 
performance,, prepared business plans and budgets and implemented the board's 
resolutionss while also maintaining good public relations. The board of directors 
weree responsible for the implementation of the Company's Memorandum and 
Articless of Association, and to provide and control the functions of the company. 
Theyy provided the management guidelines, approve major contracts, authorised 
changess of policy, held quarterly meetings and approved tariffs in compliance 
withh existing legislation. 

Thee top management officials of the company were recruited from the open mar-
kett and were employed on contract terms. The contract of employment contains 
somee performance-related clauses. NAQWASS was supposed to manage the wa-
terr and sewerage sector in a coordinated way and recruit other personnel with 
specialisedd skills. 

Notee that one of the directors of NAQWASS has to be one of the representatives of com-
munity-basedd groups or organisations. 
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MonitoringMonitoring and evaluation 
Annuall  reports were to be submitted to the MCN. The company was mandated to 
keepp records of all the registered consumers and bill them monthly. The technical 
department,, to reduce incidences of water leakage and sewerage blocks does the 
monitoringg of the reticulation system. There was no evidence of other monitoring 
andd evaluation mechanisms. The company's strength was expected to be the differ-
entt institutional set-up, which made a board of directors constituted from the public 
andd private entities autonomous. It was initially hoped that this would reduce po-
liticall  interference. The MCN still had a lot of control over the operations of the 
neww company, through the Annual General Meeting (AGM). Of particular concern 
too the council was the retention of control of water and sewage tariff increases. If 
thee company was to succeed, it had to be able to control, through the Board of Di-
rectors,, their single source of income. 

6.5.1.36.5.1.3 Assessment of outcomes 

ProcessProcess outcomes and shortcomings 
Thee process outcomes of NAQWASS have been analysed by considering the in-
volvementt of many actors, existence of political will , legitimacy and accountabil-
ity.. First, regarding the involvement of many actors, the now defunct water com-
panyy had a wide representation of actors representing the MCN, the central gov-
ernmentt departments, industrialists, women groups and consumers. The main rea-
sonn why the water company did not operate for long was purely lack of political 
supportt from the onset. This is a clear example of a failed partnership arrangement in 
practicee though it had very good aims, intended activities and proposals on paper. 

Secondly,, regarding the existence of political wil l and support, local politicians did 
nott support the formation of NAQWASS from the onset. There were differences on 
thee issues related to shareholding within the company where sitting councillors 
wantedd their names included in the articles of association. Actually the first copies 
off  the articles of association had the names of the sitting councillors as sharehold-
erss on behalf of the individual wards that they represent. This anomaly was later 
discoveredd and rectified. After the new company was formed, with a board reflect-
ingg a true partnership, local politicians were still not satisfied.82 One area, which 
madee most of the local politicians uneasy about the new water company, was the 
factt that it moved fast to disconnect illegal connections and those consumers who 
hadd not been paying for the water supply for a long time.83 Some observers indicate 

AA local newspaper reported that unknown people had been inserting blocks of wood into the main 
pipeliness ostensibly to bring the new company to its knees! 

Itt is evident that most of the local politicians, councillors and former councillors have had illegal 
waterr connections and the new company did not spare them. 
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thatt interested people fed the president on falsehood when he ordered the take over 
off  the water and sewerage services by the government.84 The formation of 
NAQWASSS brought about political attention to the water supply shortages in Na-
kuruu and its dissolution had more to do with politics than operational difficulties. 

Thirdly,, initial registration documents for the now defunct water company indi-
catedd that it was legally recognised under the Company Act, Chapter 468 of the 
Lawss of Kenya. The other policy document that supports the formation of the water 
companyy and the use of the partnership principle in its formation is the sessional 
Paperr No. 1 of 1999. Despite the legal recognition, partnerships also require politi-
call  will to function efficiently. Consumers in the municipality were not consulted 
orr frequently informed on the formation of the water company until they started 
receivingg water bills from NAQWASS. There were complaints that since the new 
waterr company took over, the water supply situation had not improved. This can be 
construedd to indicate that the company was not socially accepted. 

Finallyy regarding accountability, NAQWASS was accountable to the general pub-
licc through the annual general meetings where shareholders, represented by all the 
sittingg councillors, were to examine the progress made by the company and review 
proposalss for future actions. However, by the time the company was dissolved no 
meetingg had been held. 

SubstantiveSubstantive outcomes and shortcomings 
Thee assessment of substantive outcomes of NAQWASS has been done by consid-
eringg indicators such as financial arrangements and viability and effectiveness in 
termss of the achievement of specific objectives. First, NAQWASS inherited all the 
assetss and liabilities of the former Water and Sewerage Department that had main-
tainedd a separate bank account from the MCN's other accounts. At the time when 
wee conducted the interviews, the company was buying water from National Water 
Conservationn and Pipeline Corporation at Ksh. 1585 per 1 m3 and selling the same 
too consumers at Ksh. 10 and this is not sustainable. The technical manager also 
notedd that many consumers were not paying their bills and this led to a majority of 
themm being disconnected. The issue of water unaccounted for by the company 
meantt there was a great loss of revenues from the water supply and this affected 
thee financial viability of the company. 

Seee daily Nation, 230ctober 2001. 
11 Ksh = 0.012 US dollar 
11 Ksh = 0.014 Euro 
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Regardingg effectiveness, NAQWASS operated for only five months and then it was 
dissolvedd so it is not practically possible to assess its effectiveness at this short 
time.. We were not able to get information on whether NAQWASS improved the 
waterr supply situation in the municipality. However, the company had moved fast 
inn disconnecting water from those households and institutions that had accumulated 
hugee water bills. 

6.5.1.46.5.1.4 Discussion 

Despitee the clearly established organisational structure and the clear division of 
tasks,, the company did not improve the water supply and sanitation services in Na-
kuruu and the central government took over the water and sanitation sector. It was 
necessaryy for the AGM (elected councillors) to have sufficient confidence in its 
Boardd of Directors to allow it set the tariff levels. This degree of trust can only be 
achievedd over a period of time. In its formative years, it may be necessary for the 
Boardd to provide detailed financial evidence directly to the controlling ministry to 
provee that any tariff increase is fully justified, and that the same result cannot be 
achievedd by a decrease in expenditure levels. The other area of concern to the 
electedd councillors was the facility, which it would lose after NAQWASS was 
formed:: to transfer funds from the water account to meet other pressing financial 
obligations.. However, there have been studies on alternative sources of revenues 
availablee to them, which they have either under-utilised, or ignored, so long as the 
steadyy source of water revenues remained. 

Somee of the major challenges that faced the new company in its early stages of op-
erationn according to the technical and commercial managers were: political inter-
ferencee (see Box 6.1); technical issues related to current reticulation and distribu-
tionn systems; illegal water connections; inadequate revenue collection; inadequate 
water;; rapid population growth and the rapid growth of illegal settlements and un-
precedentedd growth of the peri-urban areas. In addition, a source of friction be-
tweenn the councils and the company was identified, arising from the company en-
joyingg better conditions of employment than the senior council staff. 

Thee president ordered the supply of water in Nakuru to be taken over by the Minis-
tryy of Water development in February 2001. The president had noted with concern 
thee suffering the people of Nakuru had undergone in the last few weeks after taps 
rann dry. The ministry in charge of water development moved in to take over the 
managementt of water supply and revoked the appointment of the MCN as the wa-
terr undertaker in the municipality. The prevailing water problem in Nakuru has 
beenn attributed to the council's incapacity to operate and maintain the water sys-
tem.. Other factors include low water revenue that does not meet operations and 
managementt costs. This results in frequent disconnections of the bulk water supply 
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byy the NWC and the PC. The other cause of the recent acute shortage was the dis-
connectionn of electricity supply to the council's boreholes by the Kenya Power and 
Lightingg Company.86 Other problems are unsustainable water tariffs applied by the 
municipall  council in which water is purchased at Ksh. 15 per cubic litre and later 
soldd at Ksh. 10 per cubic litre. Frequent wrangling and interference within the coun-
cill  on water management and water shortages from source works to meet the water 
demandd are also some of the problems encountered. 

Accordingg to the Minister, the ministry would investigate the technical and mana-
geriall  shortcomings in Nakuru municipality and propose solutions; follow up on 
proposalss for development of new water sources for Nakuru municipality; study 
andd propose a sustainable institutional arrangement for Nakuru water supply in 
linee with the current National Water policy launched as Sessional Paper No. 1 of 
19999 and liase closely with the stockholders including the Local Government min-
istry,, Nakuru municipal council and consumers. The minister observed that some 
off  the problems facing the municipal council in fulfillin g its mandate included 
lackk of management capacity to operate and maintain the system. 

6.5.26.5.2 The Pollutant Release and Transfer Register (PRTR) initiative 
AA public/private partnership exists between the Lake Nakuru Conservation and 
Developmentt Project (LNCDP)87 of WWF, industrialists, central government de-
partmentss and the MCN. In an attempt to address some environmental challenges 
inn Nakuru and achieve a harmonious balance between conservation and devel-
opment,, WWF has initiated a partnership with relevant government departments 
andd industrialists to set up a Pollutant Release and Transfer Registers (PRTR) in 
Nakuru.. The PRTR are publicly accessible information systems, which record 
chemicall  specific, source specific and standardised data on emissions of toxic 
substancess to air, water and land from industrial facilities. They are catalogues or 
registerss of potentially harmful pollutant releases to the environment from a vari-
etyy of sources. 

Inn 1992, WWF-LNCDP in partnership with the District Environmental Manage-
mentt Committee and the Department of Occupational Health and Safety Services 
(DOHSS)) in the Ministry of Labour88 initiated dialogue with Nakuru based indus-

MCNN had accumulated huge amounts of unpaid electricity bills. 
Itt was initiated in 1988 and operates in the catchment basin of Lake Nakuru. The project is based 
onn the premise that conservation of the natural resource base is an essential prerequisite for mean-
ingfull  and sustainable development. 

Inn this initiative, DOHSS, WWF and MCN acted as the champions popularising the PRTR to 
industriess and other actors. 
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triess to discuss the implication of industrial waste on environmental quality. The 
discussionss were prompted by a recent fish kill at Lake Nakuru, which was at-
tributed,, in part, to toxic contamination of the lake. Following a seminar with 
industrialists,, 38 industries in Nakuru agreed to sign a pledge committing them to 
thee conservation of the environment. Among the actions proposed by the industry 
wass the reduction and safe disposal of industrial waste. In 1994, WWF-LNCDP 
andd DOHSS held a seminar in Nakuru to introduce the concept of the PRTR. The 
outcomee of the seminar was an agreement to set up a PRTR pilot project in Na-
kuruu under the aegis of DOHSS and with the technical assistance and funding 
fromm WWF-international and WWF-LNCDP. In 1995, a PRTR working group 
consistingg of representatives from industry, academia, government and WWF 
wass constituted to launch the PRTR initiative in Nakuru. 

Amongg the first actions to be taken was the drafting of a format for reporting an-
nuall  industrial solid and liquid waste emissions. 

6.5.2.16.5.2.1 Mandate: aims and activities 

Thee PRTR initiative aims at providing baseline data on pollutants from which 
reductionn initiatives can be developed. This information is of value to a wide 
rangee of groups; industries themselves which can save money by cutting down 
wastagee of chemical feedstock as well as improving their pollution control meas-
ures,, emergency services, town planners, community groups, NGOs and other 
interestedd groups. The initiative aims at providing industries with hands-on assis-
tancee in identifying and solving pollution problems at source. The initiative also 
aimss at making this information available to the public so that it can exert pres-
suree on industry to adopt cleaner technologies. 

Twoo major activities have been undertaken by the PRTR initiative in Nakuru. 
Thesee are monitoring chemical usage by the industry and development and im-
plementationn of waste reduction measures based on the information collected. 
Monitoringg the chemical usage involves collecting information from the partici-
patingg industries on the amounts used, amounts ending up in the products and the 
amountss ending up in the waste stream. The information gathered is then collated 
andd analysed for use in making decisions on waste reduction strategies. The sec-
ondd activity is to embark on developing waste reduction measures for the few 
participatingg industries. The level of intervention of this type of a partnership ar-
rangementt is the entire catchments area of lake Nakuru, which transcends the 
municipall  boundaries. 
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6.5.2.26.5.2.2 Arrangements 
Actors,Actors, nature of relationships and decision-making process 
Thee partners in this arrangement are industrialists, the MCN, the District Envi-
ronmentall  Management Committee, WWF-International and WWF-LNCDP, the 
Ministryy of Health, the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources, the Min-
istryy of Labour (DOHSS), the Department of Pollution Control in the Ministry of 
Waterr and researchers from Egerton University. Relationships between these in-
stitutionss are formalised through several commitment letters between industrial-
ists,, the relevant by-laws and memorandums of understanding between the par-
ticipatingg industrialists and the above mentioned partner institutions. In the mu-
nicipality,, the Public Health By-laws (1994) require that all industries undertake 
environmentall  auditing studies and keep registers of pollution loads. Commit-
mentt letters to this effect are with the MCN's Public Health Department. The 
MCNN trade effluent by-laws sets up the trade effluent standards for discharge into 
publicc sewer that also indicate that apart from the allowed levels, the effluent 
shouldd not contain any toxic matter or any matter that will cause blockage and 
damagee to sewers. Inflammable materials and tar should not be present in the fi-
nall  effluent entering the sewer.89 

Thee reporting format was patterned on the format used by PRTR programmes in 
thee USA and Canada. Nine priority pollutants were highlightened for special at-
tention.. Investigations carried out by WWF-LNCDP at Lake Nakuru showed that 
aa number of contaminants were present in the lake waters, which included lead, 
copper,, chromium, zinc, mercury, DDT and its degradation products. PRTRs 
havee been shown to be effective in reducing pollution and ultimately preventing 
it.. The project today covers 16 industrial facilities. Of these, ten facilities90 have 
beenn submitting their emission reports. For these industries, the project is facili-
tatingg formation of committees in each of the establishments who will develop 
andd implement Waste Reduction Action Plans (WRAPS). The other six industries 
joinedd the project at the beginning of the year 2000 and WWF is helping them 
generatee their emission reports for the year 1999 which will form benchmarks for 
wastee reduction strategies. 

Forr more details on the requirements of these by-laws, see a final report by JICA/MOLG (1994) 
onn Nakuru Sewage Works Rehabilitation and Expansion Project. 
Theyy included Spin Knit (k) Ltd., Kenya Seed Company, Gohil Soap and Plastics ltd., Sunny 
Autopartss Ltd., Pyrethrum Board of Kenya, Nakuru Tanners Ltd., Londra (K) ltd., Flamingo 
Paintss Ltd., and Ply and Panels Ltd. 
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Figuree 6.2 The PRTR process (an illustration generated from discussions and 
otherr information on the PRTR) 

Formationn of A PRTR Taskforce 

1 1 
Introductionn of the PRTR initiative to indus-
triess through seminars facilitated by WWF 

I I 
Trainingg and hiring of consultants by 

participatingg facilities 

I I 
Seminarr for all participating facilities to discuss feedback 

reports,, and plan for WRAPs development 
andd implementation 

MeetingMeeting with IEC 
membermember I - Storage 

1 1 
Meetingg with senior management of individual facilities 
too set-up industrial environmental committees (ECs), 

off  2-5 members, for each industrial facility. 
IECC members develop and implement WRAPs 

I I 
Organizee seminar for IEC members for each of 

thee facilities to set-up terms of references. 

MeetingMeeting with IEC Member II 
ProcessingProcessing Unit 

i i 
IECIEC members I, Hand III meet in their 
facilityfacility premise to discuss WRAP and 

developdevelop the Report 

OneOne Seminar for all IEC members from 

differentdifferent facilities to present the WRAP 

Meetingg with IEC 
memberr ID-

Wastee treatment 

PRTRR team and the IEC members further work 
onn the submitted reports and make them standard 

Presentt reports to senior management for implementation 
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Ass seen from the illustration in Figure 6.2, the Industrial Environmental Commit-
teess (IEC), constituted by senior management and comprising 3-5 members from 
thee different sections of the industry (storage, processing and shipping) flag an area 
inn which they would want to reduce wastage and develop an action plan. Flagging 
iss based on toxicity, persistence in the environment, bioaccumulation and total 
loadss into the environment. The project ensures that the developed action plan is 
documented,, the action plan is specific, measurable, achievable, realistic and time 
boundd (SMART); the senior management endorses the action plan and commits 
itselff  to oversee the implementation of the action plan. The developed action plans 
aree implemented once they are presented to the senior management and when they 
havee been endorsed. Incentives in forms of awards provided by the project ensure 
competitionn among the participating industries. Success in the implementation of 
thee plans is pegged on the fact that the plans are developed by the industries them-
selves,, giving them a sense of ownership. 

InputsInputs of various actors 
WWFF offered training and popularised the PRTR initiative to industries and other 
relevantt actors. DOHSS and the MCN are the public actors supporting the initiative 
withh the required legal provisions and appropriate political support. The industrial-
istss develop and implement WRAPs and participate in workshops organised by 
WWFF in collaboration with Egerton University, DOHSS and the MCN. Although 
thee initiative is in the pilot phase it has been proposed that there is need to set up a 
PRTRR unit to coordinate all PRTR activities in the project area. The Unit will con-
sultt with professionals drawn from the industry, the MCN through its relevant de-
partments,, DOHS, DEC, and researchers especially those from the centre for Nu-
clearr Science Techniques of the University of Nairobi. Training is also proposed to 
improvee the ability of the unit to estimate emissions, develop and maintain data-
bases,, analyse trends and communicate information back to the industry and the 
publicc at large. The initiative proposes to establish and maintain a register of spe-
cialistt who can provide consultative services to industry and the PRTR Unit. Such 
aa register will include professionals from various disciplines including: toxicology, 
ecology,, human and veterinary medicine, planning, engineering, statistics, hydrol-
ogy,, geology, public health and occupational health. 

MonitoringMonitoring and evaluation 
WWFF and DOHSS have been undertaking the monitoring and evaluating of the 
initiative.. There is frequent communication between the participating industries 
andd the other partners involved. So far, eight facilities have developed their WRAPs 
andd have started implementing them. Two other facilities are currently developing 
theirr plans. 
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Tablee 6.6 shows the facilities that have developed and implemented their action 
planss and the areas they flagged as needing attention. The project has so far en-
rolledd 22 major processing and manufacturing industries. In all, five have just been 
enrolledd and their performance is yet to be assessed. There are 13 facilities that 
havee been very active in the project's activities and are committed to environ-
mentall  conservation, while three facilities have not fully embraced the strategy and 
theirr performance has not been up to date. One facility stopped its operations in the 
municipality.. Emission reports for the year 1998 from ten industries have already 
beenn collected and analysed and feedback was sent. 

Tablee 6.6 Industries participating in the PRTR and areas that they have flagged 

Facilityy Flagged area 
11 Nakuru Tanners Ltd. Chrome and sodium chloride 
22 Spin Knit Ltd. Water and waste oil 
33 LondraLtd. Dyestuff 
44 Sunny Autoparts Ltd Asbestos dust 
55 Kenya Seed Company Discarded dressed seeds 
66 Oil Crop Development Copperphone and raxil 
77 Pyrethrum Board of Kenya Pyrethrum dust 
88 Rosin Ltd Sodium hydroxide and organic waste from 

gumm production 

Source:Source: Fieldwork 1999 

Ann inventory of the registers is in the process of being prepared and the reports 
fromm companies are continuously reviewed by the DOHSS. This is a long-term un-
dertakingg and it has been attracting more and more industries since 1995 when the 
pilott phase was started. 

6,5.2.36,5.2.3 Assessment of outcomes 

ProcessProcess outcomes and shortcomings 
Inn assessing the process outcomes, we consider whether the arrangement involved 
manyy actors, whether there has been political support for the partnership, legiti-
macyy of the partnership and accountability. First we note that the PRTR initiative 
involvedd a wide array of actors from the public, private and the civil society sec-
tors.. However, we observed that the community in Nakuru is not involved in the 
initiative.. The officer in charge of the PRTR initiative in WWF-LNDCP did not see 
thee need of involving the community at thiss phase of the initiative. We contend that 
communityy representatives need to participate in the workshops organised under 
thee PRTR initiative, especially because some industries neighbour some housing 
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estates.911 The PRTR initiative has cultivated a cordial relationship with participat-
ingg industries. Confidence and trust between the partiess concerned is steadily grow-
ingg and there are indications that the relationship will strengthen with time. Sec-
ondly,, regarding the existence of political will and support, DOHSS of Ministry of 
Labourr has been very much instrumental in the implementation of the PRTR initia-
tivee and this is further strengthened by the support from the MCN's public health 
personnel.. There is hence a lot of political will for the initiative to succeed. What is 
veryy striking is that the local politicians do not really understand the initiative and 
theree is need for more information about it to be shared. 

Thirdly,, concerning social and legal legitimacy, the PRTR initiative has received 
recognitionn by the participating industrialists, the central government departments 
andd the MCN, meaning that it enjoys legal legitimacy. The public health by-laws 
(1994)) require that industrialists submit environmental audit reports to the MCN 
andd the PRTR initiative has been promoted as one of the ways to come up with a 
comprehensivee environmental audit. Finally, as regards accountability, the PRTR 
reportss are submitted to the DOHSS and the MCN for assessment and review. 
Thesee reports are also available for inspection by the members of the public hence 
improvingg the accountability on the part of the industry as far as pollution is con-
cerned. . 

SubstantiveSubstantive outcomes and shortcomings 
Inn our attempt to assess the substantive outcomes of the PRTR initiative, we con-
siderr the financial arrangements and viability, presence of action plans and effec-
tivenesss of the initiative. First, regarding financial arrangements, each industrial 
establishmentt makes its own financial arrangements for collecting, analysing and 
reportingg the pollution emissions. Most of the industries have annual budgetary 
allocationss to participate in the PRTR initiative. WWF and the DOHSS were pro-
vidingg funds for the training and the related workshops and also facilitate the re-
portingg of all the participating industries. The pilot phase of the PRTR initiative has 
receivedd external funding and technical support from WWF international. Although 
thee participating industries were paying for the monitoring studies, it was not evi-
dentt that they would continue keeping the registers with the exit of WWF. It can be 
observedd that the PRTR initiative is not financially viable since there is over-
reliancee on external funding. However, the interviewed industrialists indicated that 
theyy were willing to invest money in their research and development divisions for 
thee monitoring and control of wastes produced. Participating industrialists were 

Nakuruu Tanners limited is located within Shaabab estate and it is participating in the PRTR initia-
tive.. At least a representative of the community should participate in the workshops and seminars 
organisedd for this industry. 
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payingg an estimated Ksh. 8000 per effluent analysis at the MCN laboratory. How-
ever,, there are also other costs involved though we could not get any figures from 
thee participating industries. 

Secondly,, the PRTR initiative's outputs include the Waste Reduction Action Plans 
(WRAPs)) by participating industries. These action plans, when implemented, can 
leadd to reduction of the production and release of wastes to the environment. It is 
prematuree at this stage to say with a high degree of certainty that the PRTR initia-
tive,, on a pilot basis, has reduced pollution especially to lake Nakuru. Follow-up 
studiess need to be periodically undertaken. 

Consideringg effectiveness, the PRTRs provide information that is of value to a 
numberr of groups: the industries themselves can save money by cutting down 
wastagee of chemical feedstock as well as improving their pollution control meas-
uress and emergency services. Their benefits to the society as a whole are: 

environmental:environmental: in contributing to the industry's overall improved environ-
mentall  performance (reduced pollution and improved resource and energy effi-
ciencyy as companies adopt preventive and cleaner production measures); 
cultural:cultural: in shifting business practice from a minimalist, regulatory approach to 
aa proactive, cleaner production and sustainable development strategy; 
economic:economic: in reducing direct and indirect pollution costs, increasing resource 
andd energy efficiency, reducing accidents and clean-up efforts and reducing 
society'ss regulatory costs. 

However,, more is needed to sell the idea to more industries so that the initiative 
couldd have some possible impacts. The PRTR initiative also embarks on awareness 
creationn campaigns for the general industrial staff. A well-informed society will 
makee informed decisions, raising awareness of the industrial staff on the dangers of 
chemicalss on human health and the environment; the cost of waste production and 
thee economic benefits of waste reduction positively changes their attitudes towards 
conservation.. Documenting and demonstrating success case studies of similar 
situationss in other parts of the world increases the industrialists' urge to be in-
volved.. In-house training, seminars and publications are the methods used to 
transmitt information on environmental conservation. 

Moree detailed follow-up studies are required to establish the contributions of this 
kindd of partnership arrangements to better public health. The PRTR ensures a safe 
andd healthy working environment, hence leading to greater effectiveness in terms 
off  a clean and healthy urban environment. The revised Public Health by-laws re-
quiringg all industries to submit to the public health department annual environ-
mentall  audit reports indicate that the MCN has instituted initiatives that make it 
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easierr for more industries to participate in the PRTR initiative and this wil l eventu-
allyy lead to a cleaner and healthier working environment in industries. 

6.5.2.46.5.2.4 Discussion 

Thee challenges faced by this kind of a partnership arrangement are many and var-
ied.. There is lack of a legal framework to guide this kind of a relationship. Though 
somee kind of commitment documents exists, it was the feeling of those interviewed 
thatt there is need for a broad legal framework. It was noted that there is willingness 
inn the industrial sector and other sub-sectors to participate in the PRTR not only out 
off  altruism, but also because of the potential economic gains that can be achieved 
throughh waste reduction measures. However, there is the issue of lack of financial 
resourcess to undertake several partnership activities. It was observed that the cur-
rentt funding from ODA and EU wil l not be there forever and there should be mobi-
lisationn of local resources. The PRTR is at the pilot stage and as yet there is littl e 
knowledgee among some industrialists of the environmental impacts of their efflu-
entt and of the options available to achieve waste reduction/re-use. Nearly all indus-
triess were unable to provide immediate quantitative estimates of pollutants con-
tainedd in the wastes they discharge into the environment. Also, several industries 
havee stock-piled potentially dangerous waste such as used oil and electroplating 
slurryy which they are unable to dispose of due to the local authority restriction on 
disposall  of such waste and lack of local expertise on how to handle, reuse or dis-
posee of the waste. Finally, another challenge facing the implementation of this ini-
tiativee is that there have been changes in the management personnel in some indus-
triess and this hampers implementation. 

Thee PRTR initiative is a welcome but very expensive exercise and industrialists need 
too accept it as a management issue. The present estimates provide a benchmark 
againstt which future waste reduction measures can be evaluated. Industry can now 
calculatee the cost of its waste and take remedial action in the interest of increasing 
profits.. The current estimates also form the basis for targeting specific chemicals for 
wastee reduction measures. Feedback reports already submitted provide information 
onn the environmental significance of certain substances released into the environ-
ment.. This wil l enable industry to understand the threats posed by these substances. 

Fromm the above analysis, it also appears that there is need for more training of the 
industriall  staff in how to estimate and report emissions. The PRTR reporting form 
mustt be as simple and as clear as possible for easier understanding and accurate 
reporting.. There is need to commission a specialist group to review annual PRTR 
submissionss from industry to validate the data, provide analysis of trends, evaluate 
thee significance of products and make recommendations on data collection and 
controll  measures. 
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Sincee the government take-over of the water company, there have been frequent 
requestss by various stakeholders including the industrialists through the Kenya As-
sociationn of Manufacturers and the new Mayor requesting the government to facili-
tatee the commercialisation of water supply in the town. This is to attract about Ksh. 
22 billion in donor aid to increase the water supply for the town. The African Devel-
opmentt Bank (ADB) shelved a Ksh. 1.6 billion loan package for the proposed Ol-
bonitaa and Kabatini water projects after the government took over the running of 
waterr services from the NAQWASS in February 2001. Though the government has 
managedd to end the water crisis by rationing water, the water problems in Nakuru 
aree far from being solved as the current supply meets only half of the town's re-
quirements.. The new Mayor of Nakuru says that the government has neglected the 
seweragee system since the take-over of the company. The mayor says that the gov-
ernmentt is not collecting enough money to service the boreholes, buy chemicals for 
treatingg water and service the distribution network and sewerage system. 

Duee to these changes in the water supply sector and the frequent interruption there 
havee been new initiatives and an increased role of the water vendors in this sector. 
NAROKA,, a CBO operating in the low-income areas of Ronda and Kaptembwa 
hass been operating several Water Kiosks that have been built in partnership with 
ICLEII  and the MCN. We will discuss these arrangements later in this Chapter. 

6.66 Private-private partnership arrangements 

Private/privatee arrangements can take many forms and in this section we discuss 
formall  and informal arrangements in solid waste management and water supply. 
Private/privatee partnership arrangements differ from other commercial activities 
becausee of their small-scale nature and locality and also because they are more di-
rectlyy accountable to households and institutions that they have entered into con-
tractt (Baud, 2000). These small-scale enterprises are local and their reputation is 
dependentt on the quality of services that they provide. Furthermore these enter-
prisess provide services at a price more affordable to the households they serve as 
theirr organisational overheads are much lower than those of larger firms. House-
holdss have built trust with specific small-scale enterprises and individual water 
vendorss and this makes the arrangements different from the usual commercial en-
terprises.. We further examine networks of waste pickers and waste buyers that are 
basedd on principles of trust and mutual benefit, and these make them qualify as a 
partnershipp arrangement as opposed to ordinary commercial relationships. Table 
6.77 presents a summary of the components of the examples of private-private part-
nershipp arrangements in Nakuru. 
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Tablee 6.7 Summary of components of private-private partnership arrangements 

Componentt  of the 
partnership p 

Formall  private-privat e partnerships Informa l l 
ships s 

private-privat ee partner-

MANDATE E 
Aims s 

Rangee of activities 

Scalee of intervention 
(spatiall  dimension) 
ARRANGEMENTS S 
Actorss involved 

Naturee of relationships 

Decision-making g 
structure e 
Divisionn tasks 

Inputss of different 
actors s 

Financiall  arrange-
ments s 

Monitoringg and 
evaluation n 

Discussion/ / 
comments s 

Too improve the environmental manage- To collect and sell recyclable and reus-
mentt practices through refuse collection; able materials collected at the house-
too create employment opportunities and holds, streets and at the dumping site 
earnn a living through self-employment.. 
Storage,, collection, transportation and House to house picking of valuable 
disposall  of household and institutional wastes, picking from garbage bins along 
wastess at the designated area streets, picking at the dumpsite, sell the 

collectedd materials to intermediaries who 
laterr sell them to industries 

Levell  of intervention is at the household The level of intervention is the whole 
andd institutional levels town 

Households,, institutions and the private Some households, Waste pickers, inter-
companies,, mediary buyers, and recycling and proc-

essingg industries 
Relationshipss formalised through contrac- Relationships are informal based on trust 
tuall  agreements between companies and and mutual benefit 
thee clients 
Inn all companies, the Board of Directors Waste pickers sell their wastes to interme-
formulatedd all policy and implementation diary buyers who later on sell the col-
decisionss lected materials to recycling and process-

ingg industries 
Householdss and institutions enter into writ-Waste pickers collect recyclables that 
tenn contracts with private companies; the they sell to middlemen who further sell 
privatee companies offer garbage collection the materials to processors 
servicess as stipulated on the contracts 
Householdss and institutions pay a pre- Middlemen pay the water pickers money 
determinedd fee to the private companies; depending on the amount delivered per 
privatee companies pays for the annual kilo of collected materials and this is 
operatingg and dumping fee to the MCN. done as previously agreed by both par-

ties.. The middlemen get paid for the ma-
terialss delivered to the processors 

Individuall  companies did monitoring by Monitoring and evaluation absent in this 
keepingg all the crucial records on opera-kind of arrangement 
tions,, areas of intervention and the num-
berr of clients. Evaluation mechanisms 
weree not evident. 
Thee private companies are able to meet The recycling activities generate incomes 
theirr operational costs and the institutions for those that are involved. However, 
andd households receiving the private gar-there is exploitation of the waste pickers 
bagee collection services indicated their by the middlemen and this affects the 
willingnesss to pay for the services. There financial viability of the private-private 
iss lack of official support and recognition arrangement. Lack of official recognition 
byy the MCN and this affects legitimacy of affects the legitimacy of this arrangement, 
thee private-private arrangements. The ar- The arrangement excludes actors from the 
rangementss exclude poor households that middle and high-income neighbourhoods, 
cannott afford to pay for the services 

Source:: Fieldwork 1999 
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6.6.16.6.1 Formal private-private arrangements in solid waste management 
Ass seen in Chapter 5, in those areas that do not receive regular solid waste collec-
tionn in the high, middle and some low-income settlements, households involve the 
privatee service providers. Though this role does not imply that the private sector 
cann manage to provide solid waste management services to all areas in the entire 
municipality,, the gradual takeover of provision by small-scale private companies 
andd CBOs is important to fill  the gap left by the MCN. Individual households have 
beenn entering into a contractual agreement with small-scale private companies92 to 
gett garbage collection services. Our survey showed that all the three private com-
paniess operating in Nakuru were collecting garbage from house to house on a 
weeklyy basis. Households in the middle-income settlements of Freehold, Race-
course,, Shaabab, Kenlands, Gilanis, Section 58 and Free Area are provided with 
plasticc bags by the private companies to store the household waste and when filled 
up,, they are advised the specific days to put the garbage outside for collection. 

6.6.1.16.6.1.1 Mandate: aims, activities and scale of intervention 

Thee private companies' main aims are to earn a living through self-employment 
andd to improve the environmental management through refuse-collection in unser-
vicedd areas.93 On the part of the households and institutions receiving the private 
garbagee collection services, the aim is to have regular and reliable services and the 
resultantt cleaner neighbourhoods free of garbage heaps. Activities under this kind 
off  arrangement involve the storage of the household and institutional waste at the 
sourcee by the householders and institutions using the plastic bags and other recep-
tacless and putting it at an agreed point for collection. The small-scale private com-
paniess therefore come at agreed days to collect the waste. These companies utilised 
thee communal and door-to-door collection systems depending on the structure of 
housingg and the agreement made with the households. After waste is collected, lor-
riesries transport it to the Menengai dumping site. 

6.6.1.26.6.1.2 Arrangements 

Actors,Actors, nature of relationships and decision-making process 
Actorss in this kind of partnership arrangement are households, institutions and pri-
vatee companies in solid waste management (Parrots, Salvage and Nakuru Hygiene 
Servicess (NHS). The role of these private companies is not officially defined. This 
partnershipp arrangement is formal and guided by contractual agreements between 

Itt is important to note that very few households in the low-income areas receive the services of 
thee private sector. As seen earlier in our literature study, the private sector is reluctant to operate 
inn the low-income areas since the households may not be able to pay for the services offered. 
Thiss is not a motivation for private sector participation in waste management, though they may 
claimm it to be so. In practice, the major incentive is profit maximisation. 
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thee individual companies and households or institutions. The Nakuru Hygiene ser-
vicess have two types of agreements. There are those with households and those 
withh institutions. The agreement between NHS and institutions are annual contract 
agreementss after which they may be terminated with a three months written notice 
too be either registered by post or hand delivery. Any breach of this agreement by 
eitherr side will pay the offended one a sum equivalent to three months payment of 
thee monthly rate. 

AA Board of Directors (BoDs) formulates all policy decisions of small-scale private 
companies.. For NHS, the Managing Director with the assistance of the General 
Managerr played the executive role. All technical and logistical issues on solid 
wastee management were under the Operations Manager. The sales department was 
mainlyy dealing with customer's problems and sales issues; while the Accounts De-
partmentt dealt with the management of financial resources. For Salvage Services 
andd Parrots, the Manager with the help of the Assistant Manager administered all 
thee operations. The small-scale private companies operated only on weekdays. All 
thee services are concentrated in middle-income estates and a few cases in the Mili -
manii  area, which is dominated by high-income housing. 

Eachh household client signed an agreement stipulating all the terms and conditions of 
services.. The solid waste management methods used by private companies are: (a) 
StorageiStoragei Only one type of receptacles was used for storage of household waste: 
plasticc bags. An average of two plastic bags were supplied to each household per 
week.. The distribution of such receptacles was dependent on the number requested 
byy the householder, and on the type and amount of waste generated per week. Each 
plasticc bag carried approximately ten kilogram's of household waste. NHS had dis-
tributedd sanitary bins to institutions and industries use drum receptacles. In some 
estates,, landlords provided tanks at central areas and contacted the private company 
too empty it at a fee; (b) collection: the small-scale private companies utilised the 
communall  and door-to-door collection systems; depending on the housing structure 
andd the agreement made with the clients. 

Thee communal collection system was observed in freehold and Racecourse estates. 
Alll  the clients were billed individually and their wastes were stored in communal 
skips.. The door-to-door system was used in areas where clients demanded for re-
cordingg of the number of bags collected in order to avoid cheating from the collec-
tionn crew; (c) transportation: NHS owns one 1-tonne pick-up and one seven tonne 
truckk hired from private individuals. The Salvage Services and Parrots operated 
onee 7-tonne vehicle hired from private individuals. Vehicle distribution was based 
onn workload in a given area and the type of waste to be collected. The collection 
servicee was carried out in one shift per day starting from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m and 
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salvagee and Parrots did a lot of collections on Fridays in many estates; (d) disposal: 
alll  the three small-scale private companies used open dumping at the Menengai 
landfill.. Plans to start recycling and composting activities by these companies were 
underway,, but by the time this study was undertaken, none of the companies had 
startedd these management activities. 

InputsInputs of various actors 

Thee households enter into contracts with the small-scale private company and 
agreee to be paying a monthly fee for garbage collection services. The private com-
paniess agree to collect the garbage that has already been put in plastic bags and 
placedd at agreed upon locations at specific days of the week in areas that they are 
operational. . 

6.6.1.36.6.1.3 Assessment of outcomes 

ProcessProcess outcomes and shortcomings 
Wee undertake the assessment of process outcomes and their shortcomings by consid-
eringg indicators such as the involvement of many actors, political wil l and support, 
legitimacyy and accountability. First, as far as involvement of many actors is con-
cerned,, this partnership involved the three small-scale private companies and a vari-
etyy of households in all settlements though their activities are concentrated in the 
middle-incomee areas. They also service institutions and hotels in the municipality. 

Secondly,, private-private partnership arrangements receive very littl e political sup-
portt as their activities are not recognised by the municipal authorities. We contend 
thatt this arrangement is very crucial in improving the service provision in middle 
andd low-income areas and therefore there is need for its recognition and support. 

Thirdly,, regarding legitimacy, the private service providers are not fully recognised 
byy the local authorities. The private companies involved in solid waste collection 
andd disposal get an annual disposal license from the MCN at a cost of Ksh. 6,000/-. 
Twoo of the companies, Salvage and Parrots were paying the disposal fee at the 
dumpingg site per load, while Nakuru Hygiene services94 (covering more institutions 
andd better structured organisationally) has been acquiring an annual disposal fee. 
Thee issuing of the disposal license is the legal recognition by the MCN of the op-
erationss of the private companies. The officials of these companies indicated that 
theree is need for more contacts with the MCN. One public health officer from the 
MCNN noted that there were still some small-scale garbage collectors that are not 
registeredd with the MCN who are involved in illegal dumping of wastes in undes-
ignatedd areas. There is therefore more need to monitor the activities of these 'in-

Officerss of the MCN own NHS most of whom belong to the Public Health Department. 
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formall  actors'. The private/private partnerships are socially accepted and this gives 
thee arrangement social legitimacy. Finally, regarding accountability, the small-
scalee private companies are accountable to their clients and this is well spelt in the 
contractuall  agreements. 

SubstantiveSubstantive outcomes and shortcomings 
Wee analyse the substantive outcomes and their shortcomings by considering indi-
catorss such as the financial arrangements and viability and effectiveness in terms of 
aa cleaner environment. First, the average service charge per month per household 
wass between KShs 100 and 200 including the cost of the plastic bags. Households 
aree provided with four free collection polythene bags per month and more where 
necessary;; institutions are provided with sanitary bins and some industries devise 
theirr storage facilities. The private companies collect the garbage once a week. 
Small-scalee operators are customer-driven and ready to meet local demand. They 
chargee an average price of between Ksh. 100-200 per month and are able to cover 
costs,, and respect willingness to pay. They provide reliable, high quality services to 
areass that are typically under-serviced by the MCN. A dumping fee of Ksh. 400/-
perr trip is paid to the MCN. We note that the households were dealing with the 
small-scalee private companies directly and there wasn't any bureaucracy when a 
householderr had anything to complain about to the company. 

Thee three small-scale private companies involved in solid waste collection and dis-
posall  indicated that they were able to cover their costs of operation. However, all 
thee three companies indicated that they frequently encountered problems related to 
aa breach of contracts from some households where they were operating. This may 
eventuallyy affect their financial viability. It was, however, not possible to get the 
actuall  data on costs as these companies were not fully willing to avail such data. 
Nakuruu Hygiene Services indicated that the cost of collecting and disposing one 
tonnee of garbage was Ksh. 1000.95 It was also not possible to get information on 
thee financial position of the informal private-private arrangements between the 
wastee collectors and waste buyers. 

Secondlyy regarding effectiveness in terms of improved services, the companies, as 
contrastedd to the MCN's service that is socially, economically and politically bi-
ased,, maintained equity and convenience of service to all household and institu-
tionall  clients. According to the key informants from Salvage and Nakuru Hygiene 
Services,, such an equitable and convenient environmental service was maintained 
byy the companies, because of the competitive atmosphere among themselves and 
againstt the MCN. This had generally resulted in efficient, reliable, thorough, flexi-

Seee footnote 85 on exchange rates 
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ble,, productive and responsive service at a lower cost per tonne compared to the 
MCN.. The MCN has 207 employees dealing with solid waste collection and dis-
posal.. According to the records in the public health offices in the MCN, the council 
onlyy manages to collect and dispose only 70 tonnes96 of garbage per day. This fig-
uree is doubtful given the fact that there were only three vehicles operational in 
2000.. The three small-scale enterprises studied have an average of five employees 
andd they collect 21 tonnes per day indicating lower cost per tonne. 

Thesee arrangements, between the private sector and households, have led to the 
improvementt of the solid waste collection and disposal. Though formal private sec-
torr enterprises are not involved in recycling activities, the informal actors lead to 
minimisationn of wastes and recovery and re-use of waste hence contributing to sus-
tainablee development. It is noted that there is need for the MCN to monitor the ac-
tivitiess of the private waste collectors as some may dump waste in undesignated 
areas,, hence transferring one environmental problem from one place to the other. 
Thee private sector contributes in ensuring that garbage is disposed of in a con-
trolledd way hence contributing to ecological sustainable development. The private-
privatee partnerships in solid waste management and water supply lead to a cleaner 
andd healthier urban environment with reduced waste and increase in water supply. 

6.6.1.46.6.1.4 Discussion 

Thee entrance of these companies in the solid waste management has drastically 
reducedd the waste in the high and middle-income estates. There are no longer huge 
heapss of garbage in the estates where the private companies operate. While the 
chargess currently levied by the private companies varies, and those that the resi-
dentss are willing to pay tend to vary, most people are generally willing to pay more 
thann they are paying if the services continue the way they are currently. All the 
threee firms interviewed were involved in collection (removal of waste from gener-
atingg source) and disposal (transfer of waste to the dumping site at Menengai). 
Theyy are not at all involved in recycling or recovery activities. 

Apartt from lower costs and higher productivity, we observed that the service of 
privatee companies was better in all respects than that of the MCN. First, all house-
holdd clients received a regular and consistent service of once per week, hence bet-
terr returns on the community's environmental investment. Such a reliable collection 
frequencyy limited the breeding of flies and other pests normally attracted by the 
organicc household waste. When extra equipment or labour was required, the pri-
vatee companies hired more, to ensure high standards of this environmental service, 
unlikee the MCN. The private firms are small-scale in nature and clearly fil l an im-

Mostt of the figures given are not reliable as there is poor record keeping of such data. 
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portantt gap in municipal garbage collection coverage. In addition to the coverage 
theyy provide, the competitive environment that most small-scale providers work in 
encouragess a fast service, much better than that often provided by the single, large 
providers.. Smaller-scale private garbage collectors need to be better recognised for 
thee flexibility  and efficiency they offer in solid waste management to middle to 
high-incomee neighbourhoods that otherwise would not have garbage collection 
coverage.. Official support for these smaller-scale providers should be increased. 
Thee role of the MCN is that of regulating the dumping behaviour of the private 
companiess at the dumping site. 

Thee private companies face numerous problems in their operations in Nakuru. 
Theree is lack of awareness on the part of some households on the eventual implica-
tionss of indiscriminate garbage disposal. Some households still believe that the 
MCNN should collect the garbage as they were still paying some service charge to 
thee local authority. So far the government has waived this charge. Many house-
holdss did not quickly accept the change of service provider because of the fact that 
thee MCN was charging unrealistic low cost of garbage collection. By 1996 when 
mostt of the small-scale private companies started, the MCN was charging a stand-
ingg fee of Ksh. 40 per household. This fee was always included in the water bill as 
thee dustbin fee! The other problem is that of breaching of contracts by some house-
holdss and institutions. This eventually affects the effectiveness of the private compa-
niess in offering quality services. There was also undue competition from informal 
garbagee collectors ("jua kalF actors) who dump the waste in undesignated areas. 

Thee MCN should continue to retain the responsibility for public health and envi-
ronmentall  impacts of the work of the small-scale private firms, and for upholding 
legall  requirements regarding the health and safety of the workers, and their em-
ploymentt conditions. Employers and their workers should know about the risks 
associatedd with waste management. If there are good channels of communication 
betweenn local government and the small-scale private firms, it will be possible to 
resolvee problems in these fields in a spirit of cooperation, instead of relying on co-
ercionn or legal action. 

6.6.26.6.2 Informal private-private partnership arrangements in water supply 

Ourr observations in Nakuru revealed two different types of informal private-private 
partnershipp arrangements. These are collaborative working relations between dif-
ferentt actors in water supply an solid waste management based on trust and mutual 
benefits.. They are governed by unwritten rules and regulations. The private/private 
partnershipp arrangements in the low-income areas dealing with water provision 
weree mainly between households and water vendors. A summary of the compo-
nentss of private-private arrangements in water supply is presented in Table 6.8. 
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Tablee 6.8 Summary of components of private-private arrangements in water 
supply y 

Componentt of Examples 
partnership p 
MANDATE E 
Aimss To buy and sell water to households where there is shortage; to 

generatee some incomes for the water vendors and their families 
throughh the sale of water; to offer quality sanitation services 

Rangee of activities Supplying water for domestic use to households, digging of pit-
latriness and provision of exhaustion services at affordable cost to 
households s 

Scalee of intervention (spa- Intervention is at the household level 
tiall  dimension) 
ARRANGEMENTS S 
Actorss involved Water vendors, households, source water sellers 
Naturee of relationships Relationships are informal guided by trust and mutual benefit 
Decision-makingg structure Households contact water vendors when they need their services 

Inputss by different actors Water vendors use non-motorised mode of transport to deliver wa-
terr from the sources to households 

Financiall  arrangements Household pay the water vendors after water has been delivered 
Somee vendors make outright profit as they do not buy water at the 
source e 

Monitoringg and evaluation No evidence of any monitoring and evaluation mechanisms 

Outcomess Financial viability of the vendors depends much on the willingness 
too pay by the householders This partnership excluded those poor 
householdss that are not able to pay 

Source:Source: Fieldwork 1999 

6.6.2.16.6.2.1 Mandate: aims, activities and the scale of intervention 
Thee role of the water vendor is to buy and sell water to households where there is 
shortage.. The other aim is to generate some incomes for the water vendors and 
theirr families through the sale of water. The role of the water vendor in water sup-
plyy is very important both in the poor neighbourhoods and the middle-income ar-
eas.. It is, however, of very littl e or no importance in the high-income neighbour-
hoodss where households are adequately supplied with water. In times of shortage, 
thee affluent households make their own arrangements to get water either from some 
institutionss or on their own without relying on the water vendors. 

Itt is an informal arrangement based on trust.97 Interviewed households were found 
too be consistent in the way they contract water vendors. This type of a partnership 

97 7 

Wee need to indicate that trust is difficult to measure but we can only imply its existence. There is 
needd to develop some indicators of trust and this is beyond the scope of this study. 
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arrangementt was observed in the middle and low income areas that are currently 
facingg a water crisis. Households in the low-income and middle-income 
neighbourhoodss contact water vendors when they want to buy water from them. 
Wee also observed some water vendors who move from one estate to another, look-
ingg for potential buyers. 

6.6.2.26.6.2.2 Arrangements 

Actors,Actors, nature of relationships and decision-making process 
Actorss in this arrangement are water vendors, households and residents in the 
councill  estates whom, in many instances supply water to the water vendors. How-
ever,, a majority of the households receiving water from the water vendors indi-
catedd that they had to contact the vendor before he supplies water. Also, we found 
thatt there are some vendors who move around the estates looking for potential 
buyerss of water. However, many households stuck to a specific water vendor. The 
principall  mode of transport is by the use of bicycles and hand driven carts enabling 
thee vendors to transport large quantities of water. It is important to note that all the 
householdss interviewed had some contacts with the water vendors who play an im-
portantt role in the water sector in many neighbourhoods in Nakuru. 

Thiss is a relationship that is both short-term and long-term depending on the avail-
abilityy of water from the municipal sources. According to the household survey, a 
majorityy of the respondents indicated that the water vendors were reliable and the 
onlyy complain was that they were charging a higher price per litre compared to the 
MCNN sources. Vendors are therefore used as an expensive alternative for the con-
veniencee of having water delivered to the home. 

InputsInputs of various actors 
Fromm our household survey in the low-income neighbourhoods of Lakeview, 
Mwariki,, Kaptembwo and Kwaronda, a significant number of households indicated 
thatt they were getting water from a water vendor. Water vending is still an illegal 
activityy in Nakuru and the MCN does not officially recognise their critical role. 
Menn dominate water vending in Nakuru, as it requires cycling for long distances to 
gett water and then deliver it to households in the middle and low-income settle-
ments.. Water vending uses simple technologies of water delivery that can readily 
bee maintained on a local basis. Water vending micro-enterprises have assisted in 
meetingg household water demand, while at the same time offering employment to a 
largee number of people in the low-income settlements. 
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MonitoringMonitoring and evaluation 

Thee perceived advantages of water vending are that it provides good quality wa-
ter98,, waiting times are short, and customer relations are good though the price is 
usuallyy high. According to the households interviewed, vended water was usually a 
reliablee source and consumers had made arrangements to pay immediately for the 
delivery.. Piped water from the MCN was frequently disrupted and many house-
holdss did not pay their bills. 

6.6.2.36.6.2.3 Assessment of outcomes 

ProcessProcess outcomes and shortcomings 

Whenn analysing the process outcomes and their shortcomings, we consider indica-
torss like the involvement of many actors, existence of political will , legitimacy in 
termss of legal recognition and social acceptance and finally, accountability. First, 
waterr vending ensures self-employment to many people and ensures some living 
wagee to the water vendors who would otherwise be unemployed. The arrangement 
alsoo involves households that have inadequate water supply. Secondly, regarding 
politicall  will , this partnership arrangement receives very littl e political support 
sincee the municipal authorities do not recognise this activity. The municipal offi-
cialss always harass water vendors as water vending is considered an illegal activity. 
Thee current move in the municipality is to encourage the building of water kiosks 
byy CBOs. Thirdly, regarding legitimacy of this arrangement, water vendors lack 
legall  recognition though they are socially accepted by households because of the 
rolee they play in ensuring adequate water supply in times of water shortage. Their 
rolee is more pronounced in the low-income households than other settlements. Re-
gardingg accountability, water vendors are accountable to the households that they 
supplyy with water with regard to the quantity and quality of the water supplied. 
Becausee there is open competition and their activities are not regulated, individual 
waterr vendors maintain cordial relations with the households they supply with wa-
ter.. However, since the water vendors do not buy water from registered consumers, 
theyy contribute to the water unaccounted for in the municipality. Some may also 
supplyy water from unknown sources. 

SubstantiveSubstantive outcomes and shortcomings 

Too assess the substantive outcomes of this arrangement and the shortcomings, we 
considerr indicators like financial arrangements and viability and effectiveness in 
termss of improving the waste supply situation. First, as far as financial arrange-
mentss are concerned, the households pay cash for the amount of water they have 
receivedd from the water vendors. This was an outright profit to the water vendors 

Thiss is not always true as some vendors may collect water from unsafe sources. Households indi-
catedd they contacted the water vendors that they trust (and trust was build over a long time). 
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ass some of them were getting water free from the MCN housing estates, while 
otherss got water from undefined sources. The water vendors make high profits 
perr litre of water supplied. They sell water between 50-75 cents per litre, depend-
ingg on the distance and the amount of water supplied at a time. There wasn't a 
fixedd rate by the water vendors as such and respondents indicated that they could 
negotiatee the prices with the suppliers. This is more expensive than the amount 
householdss with Municipal water supply, which costs Ksh. 10 per cubic metre 
(lesss than 1 cent per litre). Households indicated that because the water vendors 
weree reliable, they still were willin g to pay for the water supplied. 

Secondly,, the water vendors improve the water supply situation of the households 
inn the low-income areas by ensuring adequate supply in times of shortage. They 
coverr most areas in the middle and low-income settlements. 

6.6.2.46.6.2.4 Discussion 

Thee challenges facing this kind of arrangement are related to the informal nature of 
thiss relationship. There is exploitation, for instance of the households by some in-
fluentiall  water vendors. The distribution of water by vendors is expensive, 
irrespectivee of the mode of delivery. Households served by vendors paid higher 
chargess for water than those directly connected to the MCN piped water system. 
Beyondd cost considerations, vending is linked to health problems as hawkers may 
selll  from polluted sources. The lack of coordination and official recognition of wa-
terr vendors means that there are frequent conflicts with the MCN officials. 

6.6.36.6.3 Private-private partnership arrangements in solid waste management 
Inn the solid waste management sector, informal private-private partnership ar-
rangementss exist between the individual waste pickers and waste buyers. It was 
observedd that there are cooperative working relationships between waste pickers 
eitherr from house to house, institutions, at the dumping sites or the waste buyers 
locatedd in different areas in the town. 

6.6.3.16.6.3.1 Mandate: aims, activities and scale of intervention 

Thee aims in this arrangement are to collect and sell recyclable and reusable materi-
alss collected from the households, streets and at the dumping site. The specific ac-
tivitiess include house to house picking of valuable wastes, picking from garbage 
binss along streets, picking at the dumpsite, sell the collected materials to intermedi-
ariess who later sell them to industries. Waste pickers in Nakuru take different 
forms:: some precede the refuse collection teams, going house to house, collecting 
recyclables;; others pick from garbage bins on the streets; yet others live on or near 
thee dumping site, under highly unsanitary conditions. Waste picking is perhaps the 
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mostt notable features of recycling activities in the MCN. While providing a source 
off  raw materials for the industries, they also do so in a manner that has practically 
noo adverse environmental consequences. 

6.6.3.26.6.3.2 Arrangements 

Actors,Actors, nature of relationships and decision-making process 
Thee actors involved in this partnership arrangement include the itinerant street 
wastee pickers, itinerant waste pickers (from house-to-house), collection crew waste 
pickers,, dumpsite waste pickers, itinerant buyers (buying specific types of collected 
recyclabless from households and institutions), middlemen and brokers and other 
buyerss (normally having yards where recyclables are delivered and stored to accu-
mulatee before selling to big buyers) and processors. This kind of partnership ar-
rangementt is highly informal in nature and the networks are maintained through 
trustt and mutual benefits and understanding between the different actors. This ar-
rangementt is an ongoing arrangement especially between the waste pickers and 
wastee buyers. These arrangements are guided by mutual agreements between those 
involvedd and they are informal arrangements. Because of this informality, there is 
alwayss conflict between the actors and there is the absence of a mechanism for re-
solvingg these conflicts. From our interviews with 20 waste pickers at the dumping 
site,, 87% complained of being exploited by the middlemen. However, they contin-
uedd selling their collected valuables to them, as they could not penetrate through 
thee market. The partnership arrangements are continuous and are daily activities of 
aa significant number of street people and destitutes in Nakuru. The more an indi-
viduall  waste picker collects and sells, the more there is a likelihood of climbing up 
thee ladder to becoming a waste buyer or a middleman. Due to the level of informal-
ityy of these arrangements, the MCN rarely recognises the role they play in solid 
wastee management. There are frequent conflicts between the MCN workers and the 
wastee collectors. 

InputsInputs of various actors 

Wastee pickers collect recyclable and reusable waste from the households all over 
thee municipality, along the streets in the CBD and also in institutions and sell it 
directlyy to middlemen who have yards where they store the waste. The middlemen 
selll  the collected materials to dealers who later transport the materials to industries 
inn Nakuru or other industries elsewhere. In essence, the waste picker, lower on the 
wastee recycling hierarchy, contributes time, labour and materials, and middlemen 
andd dealers have the financial resources to purchase the recyclables and space to 
storee huge volumes before selling it to the processors. 
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6.6.3.36.6.3.3 Assessment of outcomes 

ProcessProcess outcomes and shortcomings 
Too analyse the process outcomes of this arrangement, we consider indicators such 
ass involvement of many actors and legitimacy. First, as we have seen earlier, this 
partnershipp arrangement involves the waste collectors, middlemen buying the 
recyclabless and the industrialists who re-process the recycled materials. Although 
inn Nakuru the recycling enterprises are not officially recognised, there are many 
peoplee getting a livelihood from these activities. Secondly, for this arrangement, 
thoughh having social recognition from the actors that are involved, there was lack 
off  official recognition of the roles played by the waste pickers and their net-
works.. The MCN needs to be involved in this partnership to give it the necessary 
legitimacy. . 

SubstantiveSubstantive outcomes and shortcomings 
Wee analyse the substantive outcomes by considering indicators such as financial 
arrangementss and viability and effectiveness in terms of a cleaner environment. 
First,, regarding the financial arrangements, a large proportion of the profits gener-
atedd through waste picking and recycling activities ends up with the intermediary 
institutions.. Waste pickers just get meagre benefits although they are very impor-
tantt in reducing the volumes of waste." Waste pickers and their families align 
themselvess closely with a buyer (middle-men) of recovered materials. This is be-
causee they fill  an essential role of a leader, protector and an advocate of those 
wastee pickers who sell to him or her. Between the buyer and the recycling factory, 
materialss typically pass through several hands in a series of heavily conditioned 
transactions.. Figure 6.3 shows the relationships between waste picking activities, 
recyclingg and the solid waste management process. The lives of some waste pick-
erss are confined to the limits of the dumping site. Almost all of them are utterly 
exploitedd by the intermediaries who buy waste materials from them at a throwaway 
price.. Ignorance, illiteracy, inability to collaborate among themselves, and often 
heavyy indebtedness to the buyers, all combine to create a weak bargaining situation 
inn which they are the sole losers. 

Thee records of the actual amount of waste collected are not available but judging from the huge 
heapss of paper, plastic and scarp metal collected, it was evident that a significant volume of waste 
iss recycled. 
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Figuree 6.3 Relationships between waste picking activities, recycling and solid 
wastee management process 
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Secondly,, considering the effectiveness of this arrangement, the informal actors 
leadd to minimisation of wastes and recovery and re-use of waste hence contributing 
too a cleaner environment. This kind of a partnership arrangement has a potential of 
reducingg the amounts of waste generated at the source, along the streets and at the 
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dumpingg site. The recycling micro-enterprises ensure some source of income and 
employmentt of a significant number of poor people in Nakuru. Waste picking re-
ducess the public burden of collecting and disposing of municipal solid waste, and 
att the same time serves as an important refuge occupation for the most impover-
ishedd residents in Nakuru's poor neighbourhoods. Old metal scraps are collected 
piecee by piece from among refuse and construction debris. Bottles and plastics are 
collectedd and sold to middlemen who sell them to industries in Nairobi where they 
aree moulded and converted into products of inferior quality and use. Scrap metals 
aree sold to the steel plants where they are recycled into the manufacturing process. 
Wastee paper, mainly newspapers, is collected and sold out to small vendors who 
usee it to wrap goods and items that they sell. The middlemen in turn sort through 
thee waste and clean and bundle them according to different streams of recyclables 
too be sold to brokers. These brokers eventually transport and resell them to the fac-
toriess where materials are recycled, especially in Nairobi. 

6.6.3.46.6.3.4 Discussion 

Theree are frequent conflicts between the municipal disposal crew and waste pickers 
att the dumping site. Our field observations showed that waste pickers lack proper 
housingg and sanitation. Some waste pickers live with their families in a group and 
sharee the same small and congested space, among uncollected wastes and unsani-
taryy conditions. Other waste pickers live in poor neighbourhoods that lack munici-
pall  services like water and sanitation, and uncollected wastes. The risks therefore 
aree obvious for children playing in open sites with contaminated garbage and for 
wastee pickers. According to some waste pickers at the dumping site, waste picking 
iss a job that doesn't involve much hard work and energy. 

Ass a result, the involvement of women and children is more widespread in this 
businesss and they are the ones who work on a regular basis. Therefore women and 
childrenn are more prone to diseases as a result of unsanitary conditions at work. 
Mostt men involved in waste picking participate in selling the products that have 
beenn collected during the day. Waste picking is a secondary job for the men and 
theyy turn to this option only when it is difficult to find a job elsewhere. There are 
hundredss of children, some as young as five at the Menengai dumping site.100 The 
livingg conditions are pitiable and most children suffered skin diseases because of 

Itt is estimated that the dumping site alone has a population of over 200 destitutes. Apparently, 
mostt children make a living out of their mere existence in the streets, by waste picking garbage 
binss in the town centre and residential estates and selling the materials they recover to other recy-
clingg intermediaries higher up in the recycling industry hierarchy. 
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theirr interaction with the waste.101 Through their participation in environmental 
managementt issues, the private sector becomes more aware of and receptive to ef-
fortss towards the improvement of environmental quality. One of the disadvantages 
off  the private-private partnership arrangements especially in solid waste manage-
mentt is that they tend to concentrate on the middle to high-income neighbourhoods 
andd exclude the low-income areas where households are not able to pay for the ser-
vices.. If not supervised very well, private waste collectors might end up transfer-
ringring waste to the poor neighbourhoods. We observed waste dumped in the Ronda 
andd Kaptembwo neighbourhoods. 

6.77 Public-civil society-community partnership arrangements 

6.7.16.7.1 Informal private-private partnerships in water supply: Water Kiosk project 
Alongsidee problems of indiscriminate disposal of solid waste, many low-income 
neighbourhoodss in Nakuru also face the problem of inadequate water supply. In 1999 
theree was a major outbreak of cholera in the Ronda/Kaptembwo neighbourhood and 
manyy residents started seeing the need for improving the water supply (both quality 
andd quantity). In the absence of a local supply, water had to be carried in jerry cans for 
twoo to three kilometres on foot or by bicycle. If the residents fetched it themselves 
fromfrom free connections on council's housing estates, it was a considerable effort. If 
theyy bought it from water vendors, it came from unknown sources (such as dirty 
streams),, was sometimes contaminated102 and they were charged high prices. Further, 
relationss between the Kwaronda/Kaptembwo community and the MCN have been 
poorr because most of the residents paid their taxes and (justifiably) felt they should 
havee better services in return. However, the MCN did not have sufficient resources to 
extendd services or invest in new infrastructure. Through several environmental aware-
nesss raising workshops, the community was encouraged to participate as a partner 
withh the council and to solve its own problems. 

6.7.1.16.7.1.1 Mandate: aims, activities and scale of intervention 

Thee aims of this project are to improve the incomes of the CBO, provide clean wa-
terr to the area residents, act as an integrating force for the group, while at the same 
timee fostering stronger links with the MCN and other partners. 

NAROKAA (Nakuru Ronda/Kaptembwo Association), a CBO, was one of several 
groupss to emerge in 1997, and it began working with the council on a solid waste 

Wee observed that clinical waste also finds its way to the dumping site and this is definitely some 
publicc health threat to the children living at the dumping site. 

Waterr contamination was considered the cause of the higher incidence of diarrhoea and other 
water-bornee diseases in children from Kwaronda/Kaptembwo than from other parts of Nakuru. In 
1999,, a cholera outbreak killed around 40 people. 
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initiative.. In the year 2000, NAROKA had a team of eight key players, paid mem-
bershipp of 30, with an extra 20 that were too poor to pay, but who had offered la-
bour.. Although the solid waste initiative was not a resounding success (as trash is 
stilll  piling up in most places), the project established the beginnings of a good 
workingg relationship for a subsequent project, the Water Kiosk Project, sponsored 
ass an Incentive Grants Project (IGP).103 

Att the start of the project, IGP staff facilitated two workshops on priority setting 
andd project planning, and reviewed the LA21 planning process that the municipality 
hadd just undergone. During the workshops the Nakuru and Kwaronda/Kaptembwo 
visionss were re-examined and priorities were clarified. Water emerged as the key 
issuee to be addressed. A plan was developed to construct five kiosks104 throughout 
Kwaronda/Kaptembwoo neighbourhood, with residents having to walk no more than a 
kilometree to find water. One of the Kiosks was designed to comprise an office for the 
CBO.. The area of intervention of this partnership is in the Ronda-Kaptembwo 
neighbourhood,, though residents from the nearby estates are also targeted. 

6.7.1.26.7.1.2 Arrangements 

Actors,Actors, nature of relationships and decision-making process 
Thee actors involved in this partnership are the MCN, NAROKA, Artisans Associa-
tion,, LA 21 coordinator and the IGP staff. As a commitment to its ongoing rela-
tionshipp with the community, the MCN was to turn over almost all management 
responsibilitiess for the kiosks to NAROKA, which would then run them as a profit-
makingg enterprise. However, some council members have been reluctant to relin-
quishh the kiosks to NAROKA because they believe the group is relatively inexperi-
encedd with financial management and maintenance matters. Sceptics in the council 
havee viewed the project as another capacity-building exercise for NAROKA to 
showw they can manage their own affairs and take on future projects. 

Thee CBO reported that it was hard to achieve consensus with such diverse stake-
holderss (varying in age, sex and ethnicity) and that its meetings were unfocused. 
Participantss had littl e experience in seeing the intermediate steps necessary to reach 

Betweenn 1997 and 2000, the Incentive Grants Project (IGP) provided small grants to local stake-
holderr groups for developing and implementing LA 21 action plans in 18 cities in Latin America, 
Africaa and Turkey. The grants allowed the groups to solve problems identified during the LA21 
planningg process, with projects in areas such as waste management and stream restoration. The 
projectt was funded by the Open Society Institute and implemented by the International Council 
forr Local Environmental Initiatives. 

Eachh was to be built of stone, connected to the municipal water main, able to be locked at night, 
andd large enough to house the tap and its attendant. The kiosks were to be painted a distinctive 
bluee and white (blue for water, white for purity) to enable residents to recognise them at a dis-
tancee (see plate 6.2). 
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finalfinal goals. They agreed that the presence of an impartial mediator and/or training 
inn self-organisation would have facilitated and streamlined the decision-making 
processs (training is still part of the work plan, but has not yet taken place.) Also, 
bothh groups found that obtaining agreement between different partners, especially 
partnerss that include a variety of different stakeholders, always takes more time 
thann predicted. Nakuru Council felt that CBO staff would have benefited from 
trainingg in leadership skills, financial management and maintaining the kiosks. 

Platee 6.1 One of the water kiosks in Kaptembwo Estate 

InputsInputs of various actors 
Thee project was run through a management committee of seven that included five 
MCNN members and two NAROKA members. MCN members also gave time out-
sidee their normal working schedule as a gesture of goodwill towards residents they 
feltt had been under served. The community was to provide manpower to dig and 
backfilll  the trenches and lay the pipes. Another CBO from Kwaronda/Kaptembwo, 
thee Artisans' Association, was awarded the contract to build the kiosks. IGP staff 
workedd with the community to produce a schedule of events and finance the pur-
chasee of materials and labour to build the kiosks. 
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MonitoringMonitoring and Evaluation 
NAROKAA with assistance from the public health officers and the senior superin-
tendentt in the water and sewerage department keep records of the amount of water 
suppliedd to the Kiosk and the amounts they have sold. The CBO then banks the 
proceedss from the sales and it pays the water bills to the MENR. Evaluation of the 
projectt is to be done by ICLEI. 

6.7.1.36.7.1.3 Assessment of outcomes 

ProcessProcess outcomes and shortcomings 
Too assess the process outcomes and their shortcomings we consider indicators like 
involvementt of many actors, legitimacy, political wil l and support and accountabil-
ityy of this arrangement. First, this partnership involves a wide range of actors as 
seenn above and is a good example of public sector-civil society partnerships. The 
privatee sector is not at the moment involved in this partnership as it is not clear 
whatt role they may play. It is a partnership arrangement that has helped change the 
relationshipss between council officers and the residents in the low-income areas. 

Secondly,, regarding legitimacy, this partnership is socially acceptable and the 
communitiess in the settlements where the Kiosks were constructed indicated that 
thee Kiosks have reduced the distances they used to travel to get water. The con-
structionn of the water Kiosks was passed through a full council meeting giving the 
projectt the legal recognition. However, the changes in the Water supply manage-
mentt to the MENR only delayed the operation of the Kiosks, but now they are fully 
operational.. It is not clear if the Kiosks are provided for under the MCN by-laws 
andd this raises the question of their legal status. 

Thirdly,, in so far as political wil l and support is concerned, the MCN has opened 
upp and is willin g to work with different actors to improve the living environment 
withinn the area of its jurisdiction. The CBOs therefore receive the necessary politi-
call  wil l from the local politicians, though some politicians may use them as a basis 
off  getting political support. Because of the way NAROKA was formed, as a CBO 
representingg a variety of interests, while at the same time a response to various 
neighbourhoodd problems, there is a lot of political wil l to support its activities. 

Finallyy regarding accountability, NAROKA keeps records that are eventually su-
pervisedd by the officers of the MCN. The management of the water kiosks is there-
foree accountable to the members of the CBOs and the MCN. 

SubstantiveSubstantive outcomes and shortcomings 
InIn attempts to assess the substantive outcomes of this partnership arrangement, we 
considerr indicators like financial arrangements and viability, existence of action 
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planss and effectiveness in terms of improved situation in water supply. First, part-
nerss in this arrangement divided the costs of materials and labour between them 
withh IGP offering US$27,929 that included materials for constructing five kiosks 
andd associated pipe work ($9,129), skilled labour to build the kiosks ($2,600), 
trainingg and technical support (remaining funds). NAROKA was to provide labour 
too dig and backfill trenches and install the pipes. The water kiosks are complete 
andd operational though initially there were delays because of the recent changes in 
thee management of the water and sewerage department. The price of water for resi-
dentss was expected to be about half the price of what residents had been paying. 
Thee final price was to be decided by the Water Company, the MCN and NAROKA 
whenn the project was completed, ensuring that both the water company and 
NAROKAA maintained certain profit margins. 

Thee partnership, to some extent, is financially viable since the CBOs are assisted 
byy the MCN and NGOs to be self-sufficient and are venturing in income generating 
activities.. The Kiosks ensure that there will be increase in water supply that is port-
ablee and reliable and at the same time generate income for the maintenance of the 
Kiosks.. The prices that the Kiosks were charging were lower than those charged by 
thee water vendors. 

Secondly,, regarding the existence of action plans, the construction of the water Ki-
oskss is in line with an area-based action plan that had been developed earlier by the 
locall  residents with technical assistance from the MCN and the Green Towns Pro-
ject.. This action plan has detailed proposals aimed at eventually solving most envi-
ronmentall  problems identified and others directed at income generating activities. 
Regardingg effectiveness, the project was expected to generate seven well-paid, 
permanentt jobs that NAROKA intended to give to young people who had partici-
patedd most in the work. As of November 1, 2000, the project was six months be-
hindd schedule. Five water kiosks had been constructed, but pipe laying had not 
started.. Both the MCN and NAROKA faced logistical problems that caused the 
delay.. The water Kiosks are adequately supplied with water by the MENR and sub-
sequentlyy sells the water to households in the Ronda/Kaptembwo estates. This has 
madee water available at short distances to households and also safe time for these 
households.. The water kiosks also sell water at lower prices than the ones charged 
byy the water vendors and quality is also assured. They have been charging Ksh. 
2.500 per 20 litres that translates to about 1.25 cents per litre. Hence clean water is 
noww available in the neighbourhood; the CBO's financial status has been enhanced 
andd they have an office; three clerks have been employed by the group to manage 
thee water sale. 
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6.7.1.46.7.1.4 Discussion 
Thee MCN had difficulty with providing the necessary equipment and NAROKA, 
thoughh still very positive about the enterprise, raised concerns about having suffi-
cientt labour to dig the trenches and possibly hiring casual labour. Though a draft of 
aa memorandum of understanding is in place, it is still not clear on the specific 
roless to be played by the CBO in so far as the management of the kiosks is con-
cerned.. However, the project has already had some positive outcomes. NAROKA 
memberss reported that a drastic change in community relations had recently oc-
curredd with people beginning to take responsibility for their environment. As 
well,, they now understand council operations better and realise that the council 
cannott do everything. 

Factorss that might lead to the success of this project include: an existing vision for 
thee area with an action plan and priorities, a water supply system that could be ex-
tended,, a CBO with willing, active members capable of achieving the objectives (it 
hass been argued that CBOs should have already gained experience in self-
organisationn before entering into partnership with another organisation), a municipal 
councill  that had adapted its ways of working with the community and the develop-
mentt of a self-perpetuating system that can lead to the establishment and manage-
mentt of other projects. To facilitate this, a reflection workshop was held where the 
CBO,, neighbouring communities and the MCN reviewed the process to identify its 
strengthss and weaknesses, see how far they had gone in achieving their vision, and 
discusss how the water project could be taken to other areas further from water 
mainss and how infrastructure could be created to cope with the waste water. One 
issuee we need to emphasise that has also led to the success of this project has to do 
withh able leadership. The chairperson and secretary of NAROKA are respected 
leaderss and are able to mobilise resources locally. They have also been involved in 
aa national umbrella organisation of action groups105 involved in the "Green Towns'' 
initiatives. . 

AA general observation of all CBOs is the lack of resources they control and the im-
plicationn is that they hardly influence decisions taken in partnership arrangements 
wheree they participate. The CBOs are torn between their intended community em-
powermentt and development objectives and their lack of expertise and access to 
funding.. Until recognition is given to voluntary services as effective ways of 
achievingg development objectives by CBOs, partnerships will remain skewed. One 
off  the major worries of relying so much on CBOs to initiate environmental man-
agementt interventions is that they are completely non-existent in the middle-and 
high-incomee zones. Though these areas are adequately provided with basic urban 

Thee Kenya Green Towns Partnership Association 
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services,, there are some pockets of residents in these areas who do not have access 
too these services. It should also be noted that community involvement tends to be 
'tokenistic',, that is, involving only a few 'community representatives' who are ac-
tuallyy the CBO leaders. 

6.7.26.7.2 Solid waste management: the refuse collection Chambers project 
AA public/civil society/community partnership is taking root in many poor neigh-
bourhoodss in Nakuru. This type differs from the public/private partnership ar-
rangementss in the sense that the arrangements to work together are purely guided 
byy trust and mutual benefits (tangible or intangible). The WWF has been collabo-
ratingg with the town residents, community based organisations and the MCN in 
theirr bid to secure a clean environment. In 1993, the organisation mobilised resi-
dents1066 of Lakeview, through seminars and workshops, to sensitise them on the 
importancee of participating in solid waste management activities. Later women 
groups,, schools and youth groups got interested in the activities. A summary of 
thee components of the public/civil society/community partnership arrangements 
iss presented in Table 6.9. 

6.7.2.16.7.2.1 Mandate: aims, activities and scale of intervention 

Thiss type of partnership aims at awareness creation among residents surrounding 
Lakee Nakuru and especially so on the negative effects of indiscriminate garbage 
disposal.. Hence, this partnership's main objective is to encourage ways in which 
householdss reduce waste at the source and dispose of their waste at designated ar-
eas.. Continuous community environmental education has been undertaken by 
WWFF and environmental CBOs in Lakeview estate, Mwariki, Kwaronda and Kap-
tembwo. . 

Underr the Environmental conservation programme, a total of 19 refuse collection 
chamberss have been constructed in five low-income estates in Nakuru town. Each 
chamberr has a capacity of 11 cubic metres and serves as depository for domestic 
wastee prior to removal by the MCN (see Plate 6.2 , page 232). The refuse reception 
chamberss were constructed in partnership with CBOs and the MCN. The commu-
nityy and their organisations through their representatives inform the officers in 
chargee of solid waste (the Public Health Department) when the refuse chambers are 
filledfilled up. The level of intervention of this partnership arrangement is at the 
neighbourhoodd level where most of the cleaning activities are undertaken. 

"Initiall yy our clean-up activities attracted as many as 2,000 people. We also mobilised 
studentss to come up with drama and song" says Mr. Majani of WWF. 
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Tablee 6.9 Components of public/civil society/CBO/external agencies/community 
partnershipp arrangements 

Componentt  of WWF/CBOS/KWS/MCN/ 
partnershipp UNCHS 

MCN/MOLG / / 
WORLDD BANK/CBO 

MCN/NAROKA/IG P P 

MANDATE E 
Aimss Awareness creation among 

residentss surrounding Lake 
Nakuruu and especially so on the 
negativee effects of indiscrimi-
natee garbage disposal 

Rangee of activi- Construction of refuse chambers 
tiess an^ community environmental 

education n 

Scalee of inter- Community and neighbourhood 
ventionn (spatial  l e v e ls 

dimension) ) 
ARRANGEMENTS S 
Actorss involved The actors involved in this 

arrangementt are CBOs, WWF, 
KWS,, the MCN, UNCHS and 
thee LA 21 project. 

Naturee of rela- The relationships are more or less 
tionshrpss informal in nature and are guided 

byy trust and mutual benefits 

Purchasee of a refuse collection 
vehiclee to collect garbage in 
low-incomee neighbourhoods and 
chargee predetermined charges 

Collectt and dispose refuse in a 
coordinatedd manner and enhance 
cc*nmunityy environmental 
awareness. . 
Interventionn at the community, 
neighbourhoodd and city-wide 
levels s 

Supplyy of wateT at an afford-
ablee price to households in a  a 
low-incomee neighbourhood 
Generatee income and employ-
mentt to members 
Constructt water kiosks in the 
neighbourhoodss thereby easing 
thee problem of having to walk 
longg distances looking for water 
Areaa of intervention is the com-
munity// neighbourhood level 

Decision--
makingg struc-
turee and divi-
sionn tasks 

WWFF has an officer who deals 
withh all CBO matters Within the 
MCN,, the Social Services De-
partmentt registers CBOs in Na-
kuruu and they work closely with 
thee Public health Department. All 
thee CBOs involved in this ar-
rangementt have elected a Chair-
person,, secretary and treasurer. 

Inputss of Refuse chambers are managed 
differentt actors by CBOs, the MCN empties the 

chamberss once they are filled up 
Financiall  ar- WWF and KWS provided funds 
rangementss to by the materials that were used 

inn constructing the refuse cham-
bers s 

Thee actors involved are the Lake-
vieww Usafi Self-help group, the 
MCN,, MoLG, World Bank and 
residentss of lake-view estate 
Formall  based on a memorandum 
off  understanding and the rela-
tionss are based on trust and 
mutuall  understanding 
Managementt of the vehicle is by 
twoo committees: management 
andd executive committees. These 
committeess are well constituted 
representingg various interests. 

CBOss bring with them the re-
quiredd community mobilisation 
mechanisms s 
Thee MCN and the CBOs con-
tributedd different amounts that 
weree deposited into an account 
ass agreed in the MOU 

Monitoringg and WWF and the MCN periodically Monitoring and evaluation is to 
bee done jointly by the MCN and 
thee CBO 

evaluation n 

Discussion/ / 
comments s 

monitorr the activities of CBOs 
throughh workshops where CBOs 
aree invited to present their pro-
gresss and challenges facing them. 
Financiall  support from WWF and 
worldd bank, socially and legally 
legitimatee arrangements, CBOs 
aree financially weaker partners, 
andd CBOs are not 'representa-
tive'.. However, it is a partnership 
thatt involves so many actors 

Financiall  grant from the World 
bank,, the MCN through the 
MoLGG and the CBO. Revenue 
generatedd from refuse collection 
makess the project viable; its an all 
inclusivee activity; there is aware-
nesss raising and creation 

Thee MCN, NAROKA, LA 21 
coordinator,, ICLEI through 
IGP P 

Thee nature of relationship is 
formall  and also informal (a 
memorandumm of understanding 
betweenn partners exists) 
Initially,, the water company was 
too manage the kiosks and later 
handd them over to the CBO. A 
managementt committee of seven 
memberss is to run the project 
(fivee from the MCN and two 
fromfrom CBO). As of now, the 
waterr Kiosks are not operational 
becausee of the changes in the 
managementt of water sector 
Theree is a management commit-
teee that oversees the daily func-
tioningg of the water kiosks 
ICLEII  provided the finances to 
enablee the construction of the 
waterr kiosks. An account has 
beenn opened to deposit the pro-
ceedss from selling water. NA-
ROKAA pays water bills to MENR 
IGPP staff has been following the 
implementationn of the project 

Financiall  support from IGP; little 
locallyy mobilised resources. Soci-
allyy acceptable and legally 
backedd by action plans. CBO is 
weakk financially; question of re-
presentativeness.. Recent changes 
inn the water supply sector. 

Source:Source: Fieldwork 1999/2000 
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6.7.2.26.7.2.2 Arrangements 

Actors,Actors, nature of relationships and decision-making process 
Thee actors involved in this arrangement are CBOs, WWF, KWS, the MCN, UNCHS 
andd the LA 21 project. The relationships are informal in nature and are guided by 
trustt and mutual respect. WWF has an officer who deals with all CBO matters. 
Withinn the MCN, the Social Services Department is the one that registers CBOs 
andd they work closely with the Public health Department. All the CBOs involved in 
thiss arrangement have elected a Chairperson, secretary and treasurer. These are the 
officialss who link the members with supporting institutions. They, on behalf of 
members,, write proposals for any development initiatives. The MCN has recently 
takenn action aimed at strengthening the CBOs by the formation of Zonal Develop-
mentt Committees (ZDCs) within the municipality. The zones are Western, Central, 
Easternn and Southern. This initiative is also supported by the LA 21 project to as-
sistt in the implementation of the short-term actions outlined in the action plan. 
Meetingss of ZDCs are held on a quarterly basis, but at times regularly meet to de-
liberatee on urgent matters. 

Platee 6.2 Refuse chamber constructed in Lakeview Estate 
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InputsInputs of various actors and financial arrangements 
Thee MCN provided land on which these structures were built, CBOs offered labour 
andd WWF financial resources. The chambers are managed by the CBOs and they 
reportt to the Public health department when the chambers are filled up. 

MonitoringMonitoring and evaluation 
WWFF and the MCN periodically monitor the activities of CBOs through work-
shopss where CBOs are invited to present their progress and challenges facing them. 
Thiss arrangement is supposed to be long-term as the activities started are supposed 
too continue forever. However, it faces several challenges that need to be addressed. 

6.7.2.36.7.2.3 Assessment of outcomes 

ProcessProcess outcomes and shortcomings 
Too make an assessment of the process outcomes of this partnership we consider 
indicatorss like involvement of many actors, legitimacy and existence of political 
wil ll  and support. First, in terms of inclusiveness, this partnership arrangement in-
volvess more than ten CBOs that participate in environmental improvement and 
managementt initiatives. Some of these groups are more active than others. WWF 
andd KWS started collaborating with Lakeview, one of the oldest environmental 
CBOs,, since the early 1990's. However, the CBOs that were involved in solid 
wastee management are significantly higher and all of them indicated that they par-
ticipatedd in clean-up exercise in their neighbourhoods. Secondly, this partnership 
arrangementt is legitimate as it has been socially accepted by the community and 
formallyy recognised by the local authority. The continued existence of the CBOs 
wil ll  depend on how the local residents identify with them. Some are seen as or-
ganisationss introduced from outside the communities and have not succeeded in 
incorporatingg the existing self-help groups and other networks. Another issue that 
wee need to mention here is the degree to which members of CBOs are willin g to 
voluntarilyy offer their services to collective action. CBO leaders also did observe 
thatt there is a limitation to which they wil l volunteer their resources: material or 
otherwisee for the common good. 

Thirdly,, there is a lot of political support for this kind of partnership arrangement, 
especiallyy from the MCN officers and local politicians. This is because the outputs 
off  this kind of arrangement can be seen. We noted, however, that some politicians 
onlyy supported the activities of this kind of a partnership to get some political sup-
portt from the respective communities. 

SubstantiveSubstantive outcome and shortcomings 
Whilee analysing the substantive outcomes and their shortcomings we consider in-
dicatorss like financial arrangements and viability and effectiveness of the arrange-
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mentt in terms of a cleaner environment. First, we note that this partnership is, to 
somee extent, financially viable since the CBOs are assisted by the MCN and NGOs 
too be self-sufficient and is venturing in income generating activities. WWF had an 
operationall  budget aimed at supporting the CBOs. The town clerk's office in the 
MCNN receives proposals from CBOs for support. However, we note that there are 
stilll  too few resources that have been locally mobilised. The CBOs managing the 
refusee chambers are involved in income generating activities and are currently un-
dertakingg a poultry project in Lanet and peanut butter processing. These activities 
ensuree that the CBOs remain financially viable. However, financial viability of this 
arrangementt is undermined by the over-reliance on external funding and few at-
temptss to mobilise locally available resources. 

Secondly,, the construction of the waste reception chambers by joint actions be-
tweenn the CBOs, WWF, KWS and the MCN and their eventual maintenance means 
thatt solid waste disposal is taking place in a controlled fashion and ensuring a re-
ductionn of pollution into Lake Nakuru. We observed that there are some waste re-
ceptaclee chambers that are overflowing with garbage despite the fact that the CBO 
leaderss had notified the MCN of the same. By the time we conducted this study, 
thee MCN had only two vehicles involved in garbage collection and disposal. One is 
aa multi-lif t truck operating at the CBD and parts of the Milimani estate and one 
lorryy for lifting the community waste containers located in parts of the middle in-
comee areas. At times, though too infrequently, a tipper from the municipal engineer 
backedd these vehicles up. It is therefore not surprising to find heaps of garbage in 
disusedd roads and unoccupied lands. Our household survey showed that 40% of the 
householdss interviewed in four low-income neighbourhoods dump their wastes in 
suchh areas. The purchase of a refuse collection vehicle that is jointly managed by 
thee MCN and Lake view CBO will improve the refuse collection and disposal hence 
riddingg the low-income neighbourhoods of refuse. 

Throughh the joint projects by CBOs, NGOs and the MCN representatives and other 
partners,, efforts have been made to raise the legislative and public policy under-
standingg of communities. This is intended to facilitate their efforts not only to pre-
servee and expand their ecological environment, but also to exercise their obliga-
tionss as citizens. 

6.7.2.46.7.2.4 Discussion 

WWFF has succeeded to be an intermediary between the communities and the local 
authorityy and has facilitated many sensitisation workshops on environmental man-
agementt issues. CBOs tend to trust WWF so much and this was evidenced during 
manyy workshops and discussions. In principle, WWF is supposed to respond to the 
needss of the community without imposing its own interests or raising expectations. 
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Inn some communities, WWF seems to have had a huge impact on community ex-
pectationss and yet it intends to facilitate the local communities to take responsibil-
ityy of their own environmental development initiatives and understand that the 
NGOO wil l not be there forever. This aspect is evident among several communities 
inn Nakuru and it is a major weakness of this partnership. 

Onee of the major problems that we observed during the entire fieldwork is that 
somee households still dump their waste outside the refuse chambers and that even 
whenn they are filled up, the MCN do not have vehicles ready to empty them.107 Re-
cently,, the MCN has placed multi-containers adjacent to the refuse chambers as a 
temporaryy measure to reduce garbage thrown outside the chambers as seen in Plate 
6.2.. This kind of arrangement has enabled the local communities through their or-
ganisationss to intervene to improve the quality of their environment. Through 
weeklyy clean-up activities at the neighbourhood levels, streets are clean and gar-
bagee is deposited at a central place. In the low-income areas, a considerable num-
berr of households interviewed were not participating in collective clean-up exer-
cisess though they acknowledged the need for cleaner neighbourhoods. This con-
firmss what was mentioned in literature that there is a tendency of free riding (en-
joyingg cleaner neighbourhoods without participating in collective activities to at-
tainn the same). 

6.7.3.6.7.3. The refuse collection side loader project 

6.7.3.16.7.3.1 Mandate: aims, activities and scale of intervention 

Anotherr activity in solid waste management that has utilised the partnership princi-
plee is the purchase and management of a side loader for the Lakeview USAFI Self-
helpp group. The major aim of this partnership was to purchase, operate and main-
tainn a refuse collection truck that wil l be collecting waste from the refuse chambers 
inn the Lake View estate and further service other low-income neighbourhoods and 
chargee a fee for the service. The vehicle therefore is meant to serve other areas in 
thee municipality as long as a predetermined and accepted service fee is charged. 

6.7.3.26.7.3.2 Arrangements 

Actors,Actors, nature of relationships and decision-making process 
Thee partners involved in this 'micro-project' are the World Bank, Lakeview group, 
thee MCN and the ministry of Local authorities. The World Bank availed a grant to 
thee self-help group, through the ministry of local government for the purchase of a 
refusee collection truck with the requirement that the MCN through the ministry 

Thiss implies that there is the problem of transferring the waste from one place to another: from the 
householdd and neighbourhood levels to the areas where the refuse chambers have been located. 
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contributedd 10% of the total cost of the vehicle. The MCN entered into a memo-
randumm of understanding with the ministry of Local Government in respect of pro-
vidingg a grant towards undertaking a micro project namely the purchase of a refuse 
truck.. The memorandum of understanding obliges the MCN and the CBO to con-
tributee towards the capital cost of the project. The MCN and the group are sup-
posedd to manage the subsequent operations and maintenance of the project in an 
efficientt and effective manner. In effect, the MCN and the group prepared a sub-
sidiaryy MOU with the CBO and also a contractual agreement outlining the roles 
andd responsibilities of both parties in meeting the capital contributions towards the 
costt of the project and its subsequent operations and maintenance. 

Thee vehicle (see Plate 6.3) is currently operational and was jointly registered and 
thee MCN and the CBO operated two joint bank account. The first is the main ac-
countt for payments of salaries, running of the vehicle and servicing costs. The sec-
ondd joint account is for major repairs. The MCN and the CBO agreed that any dis-
agreementss that may arise shall be sorted out between the two parties and should an 
agreementt not be reached, the ministry of local government shall arbitrate. 

Platee 6.3 The refuse collection truck 
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InputsInputs of various actors 
Bothh the MCN and the CBO agreed to constitute a management committee that is 
inn charge of the overall management and supervision of the refuse collection vehi-
cle.. The committee consists of representatives from KWS, the CBO, a representa-
tivee of the Lakeview estate residents, WWF, the MCN's Public Health Department, 
thee town engineer's department and a member representing other CBOs in the pro-
jectt area. An executive committee was also constituted to ensure that the decisions 
off  the self-help group and management committee are executed and also oversee 
refusee collection programmes are carried out in a coordinated manner on a day-to-
dayy basis. It is also mandated to oversee and monitor revenue collection and carry 
outt any emergency and regular procurements. It should also play a major role in 
organisingg community activities including joint cleaning of neighbourhoods and 
educationall  seminars. The committee consists of the chair-person, treasurers and 
secretaryy of the CBO, representative of WWF, town clerk of the council, medical 
officerr of Health in the MCN, KWS representative. 

MonitoringMonitoring and evaluation 
Thee CBO has committed itself to follow up the activities of the truck and they ac-
tuallyy draw a timetable for the areas in which the truck is to operate. They employ 
thee driver and the loaders and monitor the servicing and maintenance of the truck 
guidedd by the MCN Engineers department. 

6.7.3.36.7.3.3 Assessment of outcomes 

ProcessProcess outcomes and shortcomings 
Inn analysing process outcomes of this arrangement we consider involvement of 
manyy actors, legitimacy and political will . First, in this arrangement, the manage-
mentt and executive committees involved in the management, operation and main-
tenancee of a side loader purchased through a World Bank grant include many rep-
resentativess of a wide variety of actors and this contributes to the effectiveness of 
thiss partnership activity. Secondly, this kind of partnership is legitimate as it has 
beenn socially accepted by the community and formally recognised by the local au-
thority.. There has been the change of attitudes among the local residents towards 
thee officials of the MCN, especially those from the Public health department. The 
continuedd existence of the CBOs wil l depend on how the local residents identify 
withh them. Some are seen as organisations introduced from outside the communi-
tiess and have not succeeded in incorporating the existing self-help groups and other 
networks.. CBO leaders also did observe that there is a limitation to which they wil l 
volunteerr their resources: material or otherwise for the common good. We contend 
thatt if partnerships with CBOs are to be sustainable, there is need to appreciate 
theirr contributions in terms of time, labour and other intangible contributions. 
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Consideringg political will and support, there is currently a lot of interest and politi-
call  support for this kind of partnership arrangement especially from the MCN offi-
cerss and local politicians. This is because the outputs of this kind of arrangement 
cann be seen. We noted, however, that some politicians only supported the activities 
off  this kind of a partnership to get some political support from the respective com-
munities. . 

SubstantiveSubstantive outcomes and shortcomings 
Too analyse the substantive outcomes and their shortcomings, we consider indica-
torss such as financial arrangements and viability and effectiveness in terms of 
cleanerr neighbourhood. First, regarding financial arrangements and viability, the 
MCNN agreed to contribute Ksh. i,473,000108 in cash for the purchase of the refuse 
truckk and to pay all staff salaries and benefits and all costs of maintenance for a 
periodd of six months. In this respect, the MCN deposited Ksh. 350,000 in a joint 
accountt before the commencement of the operation of the truck. The MCN was 
alsoo obliged to employ, supervise and pay a supervisor who will programme, direct 
andd supervise refuse collection in accordance with the executive committee poli-
ciess and report to the committee. The local authority, in liaison with the CBO 
agreess to prepare charge lists, enforce refuse charges and bank the refuse revenue 
intoo the joint account. All maintenance works for the vehicle are to be undertaken 
inn the council garage. The MCN also commits itself to provide secure parking 
space,, road licence and insurance. The CBO agreed to contribute to the capital 
costss of the project a sum total of Ksh. 327,000 in cash. It also committed itself to 
employy and supervise four refuse loaders, a driver and an accounts clerk and to pay 
alll  these employees. The CBO also agreed to mobilise, sensitise and organise the 
communityy to participate in cleaning activities by setting a cleaning day, separating 
wastess and having seminars on environmental health. The Group is also obliged to 
repair,, rehabilitate and expand the number of refuse chambers. The truck will assist 
inn raising funds for its maintenance and repair through renting it to other CBOs at a 
reasonablee cost. However, financial viability of this arrangement is undermined by 
thee over-reliance on external funding and few attempts to mobilise locally available 
resources. . 

Secondly,, regarding the effectiveness in terms of cleaner environment, we note that 
thee purchase of a refuse collection vehicle that is jointly managed by the MCN and 
Lakevieww CBO will improve the refuse collection and disposal hence ridding the 
low-incomee neighbourhoods of refuse. Through the joint project by CBOs, NGOs 
andd the MCN representatives and other partners, efforts have been made to raise 
thee legislative and public policy understanding of communities. This is intended to 

Seee footnote 85 for exchange rates. 
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facilitatee their efforts not only to preserve and expand their ecological environment, 
butt also to exercise their obligations as citizens. 

6.7.3.46.7.3.4 Discussion 

Onee of the major problematic areas was the fact that due to bureaucratic issues 
withinn the ministry of local government, it took very long for the vehicle to be pur-
chasedd and delivered to the MCN and the CBO. We cannot say with a high degree 
off  confidence that the operation and maintenance of the vehicle wil l be carried out 
ass agreed between the two parties given the past performance of the MCN. The 
MCNN still maintains too much power and is over represented in the two commit-
tees.. The CBO is still a weaker partner in many aspects and has to rely on mobilis-
ingg funds from other powerful partners and this leaves a lot of room for manipula-
tion.. Currently, the truck has not been handed over to the CBO and there is confu-
sionn regarding full ownership of the truck. The lorry was registered by the MCN 
andd it bears the local authority's licence plates. This make the ownership compli-
catedd as some officers and politicians in MCN don't know the actual ownership. 
Forr instance, the councillors do not know the contents of the MOU and since the 
MCNN registered the truck, they still think it is the property of the council. This is 
onee of the major challenges facing the ownership of joint property within a partner-
ship.. There is need for the officers involved in the project to share information on 
thee ownership arrangements as this might lead to confusion especially when there 
iss a new council. 

6.88 Conclusions 

InIn this section we present concluding remarks on emerging partnerships in Nakuru. 
First,, most of the partnerships studied were loosely structured and they involved 
moree than two actors and had specific aims and objectives. Of interest to this en-
quiryy were the interactions between the partners that take place under these ar-
rangementss and their outcomes. Our study examined the role played by the infor-
mall  sector in solid waste management and in the provision of water. This is a point 
off  departure from the common discussions focusing only on the formal forms of 
partnership.. These informal arrangements are rarely included in the planning for 
privatisationn and the public/private partnerships by either the national or local au-
thorities.. Yet, it is especially these forms of partnerships that include civil society 
ass a partner and ensure a level of equity of access that may be lacking with formal 
servicee providers. 

Secondly,, the partnerships discussed have come about as a result of an existing 
urbann problem that needs immediate response and also as a result of missing ser-
vices.. One of the preconditions for the formation of partnerships is the existence of 
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aa crisis that requires collaborative and joint action between those actors that are 
affected.. Another precondition for partnerships to function effectively is political 
wil ll  from local, regional and central government. The case presented earlier on the 
waterr company (NAQWASS) indicated that where there is absence of political 
will ,, any partnership arrangement even with very good intentions will not operate. 
Partnershipss operate in a political environment and when they are not politically 
supported,, it is difficult for them to be functional. There is also need for continued 
informationn flow and exchange among partners. This will enhance trust and mutual 
understanding,, which are critical for any partnership arrangement. In the partner-
shipss that we have studied, partners mentioned that this lack of information flow 
andd exchange between the partnering organisations and actors led to misrepresenta-
tionn of crucial facts. Finally, legitimacy (both social and legal) is important for the 
sustainablee development of the different partnership activities. However, in Kenya, 
itt is noted that even where we have adequate legal provisions, the problem has 
beenn the inadequate capacity to ensure collaborative and collective action. The 
MCN,, a principal partner in most of the partnership arrangements assessed, fre-
quentlyy fails to play its active role due to inadequate finances, skilled personnel and 
enforcementt machinery. This situation has lead to the piecemeal enactment of the 
existingg laws and regulations. 

Thirdly,, partnering organisations and groups need to appreciate the strengths and 
weaknessess of each actor. For instance, CBOs in many cases are weaker partners as 
farr as financial resources are concerned, but they are able to mobilise households 
intoo action, while NGOs may possess the necessary information and links to fund-
ingg agencies. The private sector normally possesses the financial resources and 
technicall  know-how, while the central and local government organisations possess 
thee necessary political will and support. Another point that we need to emphasise 
heree has to do with quantifying the inputs of each partner into the partnership ac-
tivities.. As far as CBOs not having adequate resources, for instance, their contribu-
tionss in terms of voluntary labour, time spent attending meetings and other non-
materiall  contributions need to be taken into account. Therefore, in this regard we 
contendd that such quantifying needs to follow a specific criterion that is agreed 
uponn jointly by all the partners. 

AA fourth conclusion that we can draw is that disparity among different actors in the 
partnershipss was observed insofar as financial resources, information and political 
influencee were concerned. For instance, the partnerships involving CBOs are on 
thee receiving end and they can easily be manipulated. In most instances, CBOs are 
calledd in to participate in some pre-determined activities. CBO representatives do 
nott influence the decision-making process in the partnerships that they participate 
in,, especially on issues related to resources. In all the partnership arrangements, 
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theree is no development budget associated with any of the partnership arrange-
ments.. Funding comes from budgets that individual partners control. We observed 
thatt in Nakuru, the main thrust is not to deliver new funds, but to find better and 
neww ways of managing existing resources and improve the environmental quality. 

Wee found that the field of partnerships for sustainable development is still fairly 
new,, and that research and case studies have existed only for the last decade or so, 
makingg it difficult to assess and draw conclusions with some measure of rigor and 
validity.. This is an experimental field, full of opportunities for innovation. How-
ever,, if we believe that we must work together to move towards sustainability, it 
becomess all the more imperative that we learn how to work together. We need to 
compilee and analyse the lessons learned on good partnership practice. 
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